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In this thesis, a general model for consecutive-k-oiit-of-n: F repairable system 
with exponential distribution and (k-l)-step Markov dependence is introduced. 
The lifetime of a component is an exponential random variable; its parameter 
depends on the number of consecutive failed components that precede the com-
ponent. The repair time is also an exponential random variable, and every com-
ponent after repair is as good as new. The failure risk of a system state is 
then studied and a theorem that is contribiitive to analysis of the failure risk 
is developed. A priority repair rule on the basis of the system failure risk is 
adopted. Then the transition density matrix of the system is determined and 
a set of Kolmogorov differential equations is derived. These equations can be 
solved analytically or numerically. Laplace transform method, numerical method 
and simulation method are used to analyze the properties of the system. Some 
reliability indices, including the system availability, rate of occurrence of failures .‘ 
( R O C O F ) and reliability are evaluated accordingly. For the demonstration of the 
model and methodology, a linear system example and a circular system example 
are investigated. Numerical results will be given. Furthermore, the comparison 
between Laplace transform method and numerical method; simulation method 
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A conseciitive-k-out-of-n: F system {C(k, n: F) system) is an ordered sequence 
of n components such that the system fails if and only if at least k consecutive 
components in the system have failed. It was first introduced by Kontolean 
(1980). He mentioned that for k = 1，a 1-oiit-of-n: F system can be treated as 
a series system and for k = n, an n-out-of-n: F system is a parallel system. A 
computer program is given for obtaining the reliability of consecutive-k-out-of-n: 
•/ 
F system. 
Then, Chiang and Niii (1981) provided examples of conseciitive-2-oiit-of-n: F 
system. The first example is a telecommunication system with n relay stations, 
either satellites or ground stations. The stations were named consecutively from 
1 to n. Suppose a signal emitted from station 1 can be received by botli stations 
2 and 3, and a signal relayed from station 2 can be received by both station 3 
and 4, etc. Therefore, when station 2 is failed, the telecommunication system is 
still able to transmit a signal from station 1 to n. However, if both station 2 and 
1 
station 3 are failed, since signal from station i cannot be received by station 4， 
the system fails. Similarly, if any two consecutive stations in the system fail, the 
system fails. Another example is an oil pipeline system with n consecutive p u m p 
stations, lf one p u m p station is down, the flow of oil would not be interrupted 
as the neighboring stations could carry the load. However, when two consecutive 
p u m p stations in the system fail, then the oil flow is stopped and the system fails. 
Chiang and Niii (1981) suggested a recursive formula to compute the general 
system reliability when component reliabilities are the same and given by p. The 
reliability of consecutive-k-oiit-of-n: F system with component reliabilities p is 
denoted by R{k^ n\p). The recursive formula for R{k, n\ p) is: 
R{k,n]p) = Pr( the system is functioning ) 
n - A : + l s+k-] 
= Y 1 Y ^ Pr( the system is functioning | S = 5, M = m) 
s = l m = s + l 
\厂3(11广+严" 
n — f c + 1 5 + f c - l 
= E E ^(A:, n - m- p)f{l - p)^-^ + p"-^^+i, 
5 = 1 m — 5 + 1 
ri, if 0 < j < k “ 
where R{k,j;p)= < 
lo, j < 0 , 
S is the random variable indicating the index of first failed component and M 
is the random variable indicating the index of first working component after the 
position S. 
The upper and lower bounds for the system reliability are also presented in 
this paper. The authors considered the minimal cut sets of consecutive-k-oiit-
of-n: F system to obtain the lower bound of the system reliability. The only 
type of minimal cut set is k consecutive components and there are n — k + 1 
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such minimal cut sets. Consequently, the lower bound of the system reliability is 
given by {p[l — (1 — p)^]}"-^+i. O n the other side, to obtain the upper bound of 
the system reliability, they partitioned the consecutive-k-out-of-n: F system into 
n/k] + 1 subsystem where each subsystem has k consecutive components except 
the last one which has n — k[n/k] components. Since n — k[n/k] < k, the last 
subsystem could not fail. Hence, the upper boimd is {p[l — (1 — p)^]|K^l . 
Bollinger and Salvia (1982) developed a counting scheme for determining the 
reliability of a consecutive-k-out-of-n: F system, lf N(k^i, A;+j; n) is the number 
of configurations of n components having {k-\-i) total failures and {k + j) of these 
consecutive and p is the probability of work for each component, the main result 
is that the probability of system failure which denoted by Pf{k,n), is the sum: 
n—k 
J)f(k,n) = ^ Pr(A: or more consecutive failures | k + i total failures) 
7=0 




where r^,fc,n 二 J2 释 + i, k + j; n). 
j=0 
Derman, Lieberman, Ross (1982) first studied the case that the n components 
lie on a cycle. They also provided the recursive formulas for computing the system 
reliability. They have proven that the reliability for the circular conseciitive-k-
out-of-n: F system {Rc{k, n; p)) can be obtained in terms of the reliability of the 
linear system {Ri{k,n\p)). The formula is given by 
k-i 
Rc{K n; p) 二 p' [ [ i + 1)(1 — pyRiik, n — i - 2; p). 
7=0 
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A n interest topic about conseciitive-k-out-of-n: F system is the optimal per-
mutation problem if the reliabilities of the n units in the system are assumed 
to be known and given by p1,p2, • •. ,Pn (without loss of generality, assume p] < 
P2 < ... < Pn)- Derman et al (1982) proved that for a C(4, 2: F) system, the 
best arrangement of the components is (1,4,3,2). Later, Tong (1985) studied this 
problem by using the rearrangement inequality. He determined the best arrange-
ment of the n units in order to maximize the system reliability. The result is 
that the more reliable units should be placed in the middle of the system (i.e. 
(2,4, 6,..., n, •. •, 5, 3,1)) as minimize the probability of system failure. 
Chiang and Chiang (1986) considered a relayed communication system with 
evenly spaced relay stations moving at the same speed from an origin towards a 
destination. A station can relay a signal to the k stations which follow it, and 
when these k stations have all failed, the signal will not be relayed back to the 
origin. This relayed communication system is a consecutive-k-out-of-n: F system. 
The mission is completed when a station reaches the destination without having k ., 
consecutive failed stations between the origin and the destination. They derived a 
formula to compute the mean number of stations required for the communication 
system when the station reliability is known. These results are contributed to 
explore distant stars in the space. 
Another special type of system is the consecutive-k-out-of-n: G system {C{k, n: 
G) system), which is closely related to the consecutive-k-out-of-n: F system. A 
consecutive-k-out-of-n: G system is an ordered sequence of n components such 
that the system works if and only if at least k consecutive components iri the 
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system are working. Both of the C{k, n: F) and C{k, n: G) systems can be 
either linear or circular, depending on whether the components are arranged in a 
line or in a circle. Kuo et al (1990) studied the relationship between C(k, n: F) 
and C{k, n: G) systems. The paper mentioned that C{k, n: G) and C(/c, n: F) 
systems are mirror images of each other and applied available results for one t.ype 
of system to the other. Suppose the state of component i is denoted by X“ Xi = 0 
if component i is failed, else X,: = 1. If Pr{Xi = 0) in the C(k, n: F) system is 
the same as Pr(X^ = 1) in the C{k, n: G) system for i = 1,2,... ,n, then the 
unreliability of a C{k, n: F) system ( Pr(at least k consecutive components fail 
in the C{k, n: F) system) ) will equal to the reliability of a C{k, n: G) system ( 
Pr(at least k consecutive components work in the C{k, n: G) system)). 
Fii (1986a) examined upper and lower bounds for the reliability of a large 
C{k, n: F) system with unequal failure probability of components. Then, Fu 
(1986b) noticed that there are three cases of C(k, n: F) system: 1) component 
failures are statistically independent with equal failure probability, 2) component “ 
failures are statistically independent with unequal failure probability, and 3) com-
ponent failures have (k-l)-step Markov dependence. In most research work so far, 
it studies the first case, i.e. the failures of components in a system are assumed 
to be independent with equal probability. Clearly, this is not always the case. Fu 
(1986b) also provided a convincing example for the third case. Suppose that we . 
want to transport oil from place A to place B by an oil pipeline. There are n 
pressure pumps equally spaced between A and B. Each p u m p can transport the 
oil no more than a distance of k pumps. This is a C(k, n: F) system. If pumps 
5 
{i - 1 + 1) to {i — 1) have failed but the system still works {l < k), then p u m p i 
must work very hard to raise the pressure so that the oil can pass a distance of 1 
pumps. Therefore, piimp i will have a higher probability of failure. The greater 
the number of /, the higher the failure probability is. In other words, the failure 
rate of a p u m p should depend on the states of the preceding {k — 1) pumps. 
Furthermore, Fu (1986b) developed a recursive equations for computing the 
reliability of C(k, n: F) system with (k-l)-step Markov dependence. Afterwards, 
Fii and Hii (1987), Chao and Fii (1991) developed a simple formula for the re-
liability of system with (k-l)-step Markov dependence, denoted by R{k, n). Let 
Pi{qi) be the success (failure) probability of component i, then 
R{Kn) = 7To.(n^V', 
V7=1 ) 
where 7r0 = (1, 0,...，0), U = (1,...，1,0) are 1 x {k + 1) vectors, and 
/Pr q?, 0 … 0 0 、 
Pi 0 Qi •.. 0 0 
M i = : ： ： ： ： ： is a {k + 1) X (k + 1) transition matrix." 
Pi 0 0 . • • 0 ^ 
V 0 0 0 ... 0 1 / 
Later on, Papastavridis and Lambiris (1987) considered the C{k, n: F) system 
with 1-step Markov dependence, whose failure probability of component i depends 
upon, and only upon, the state of component {i 一 1). They provided a recurrence 
formula to compute the reliability of the C{k, n: F) system with 1-step Markov 
dependence, 
For k > n, R{k, n) = 1; 
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For k < n, 
R{Kn) = g^ ,09n-fe+i,i (〜_、1 — p^_hoXmn_ 1) — _,n - 2)) 
Qn-k+]flQn-k,l 
-(qn,0Qn-],0 . • • qn-k+2,o)qn-k+\,]Pn~k,oR{n — k — 1, k) 
+R{n-l,k) 
where Xi : state of component i, Xi = 0 or 1 
as component i fails or works, 
Pi,o = Pr(^i = 1 I ^i-i = 0), q^ = 1 — Pi�o 
P%A = Pr(^r = 1 I I7:-1 = 1),仏,1 = 1 — PzJ • 
G e and W a n g (1990) also gave a direct, exact method of calculating tlie reli-
ability for a consecutive-k-out-of-n: F system with one step Markov dependence. 
W h e n n — k is sufficiently large, the recursive method suggested by the authors is 
much faster to compute the system reliability than the one given by Papastavridis 
and Lambiris (1987). 
O n the other hand, there has been increasing interest in the study of a “ 
consecutive-k-out-of-n repairable system. Repairable system is reasonable for 
expensive component. Papastavridis and Koiitras (1992) considered both linear 
and circular consecutive-k-out-of-n systems with maintenance. A maintainance 
system where each component is repaired independently of others and undergoes 
a perfect repair according to an exponential distribution. They derived lower and 
upper bounds for the distribution of the time T„. of the first failure of a linear 
consecutive-k-out-of-n system. They also proved that the limiting distribution of 
Tn is a Weibull distribution. 
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Thereafter, Zhang and W a n g (1996) analyzed a linear C(2, n: F) repairable 
system. Later on, Zhang and L a m (1998) investigated the reliability of a C{k, n: 
G) repairable system with k > |. In these two papers, the working time and 
the repair time of the components in the system were both assumed to be expo-
nentially distributed, and a repair is always perfect. The generalized transition 
probability is introduced for the derivation of the state transition probability of 
the system and reliability indices. These papers have obtained the exact formulas 
of the system reliability and system mean time to the first failure ( M T T F F ) when 
n is given. 
Nevertheless, the failure probabilities are still assumed to be the same for all 
components in the study of C(k, n: F) repairable system. Recently, L a m and 
Zhang (1999) studied a C(2, n: F) repairable system. This paper assumes that 
the lifetime of a component is a random variable having exponential distribu-
tion with parameter depending on the state of the preceding component. The 
components are classified as key component and ordinary components. A failed ,' 
component is a key component if after repair of this component, the system will 
function again. A priority repair rule is applied so that a key component will 
have higher priority to repair. Then for both linear and circular systems, the 
generalized transition density matrix and some reliability indices are determined. 
Now, an interesting problem has arisen. For a C(k, n: F) repairable system, 
assume that the lifetime of a component is an exponential random variable with 
parameter depending on the states of preceding 1 (/ < k) components, how do 
we determine its transition probability matrix and analyze the system reliability? 
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L a m and Zhang (1998) studied the case that 1 = 1. In this thesis, we wish 
to solve the most general case that 1 二 k - 1. we shall introduce a model for a 
C{k, n: F) repairable system with (A:-l)-step Markov dependence. Assume that 
the lifetime of a component is an exponential random variable with parameter 
depending on the states of preceding {k-l) components and the repair time is also 
an exponential random variable. As a generalization of failure rate, the failure 
risk is study here. A priority repair rule based on the failure risk is then applied. 
Afterwards, the transition density matrix and the system reliability indices can 
be determined accordingly. 
This thesis is organized in the following way. At first, probability analysis for 
the system is introduced in Chapter 2. In this diapter, we shall study a C(k, n: F) 
repairable system and develop a theorem that is helpful for determining the failure 
risk of the system in different states. Then the transition density rnatrix and tlie 
Kolmogorov forward equation can be determined. Some of the reliability indices 
such as the reliability, the availability and the rate of occurrence of failure are .‘ 
also studied. A linear and a circular C(3, 4: F) systems with 2-step Markov 
dependence are investigated in more details. As a special case, the geometric 
process mode】 is also considered here. The transition density matrix and the 
formulae of system reliability indices are determined for both linear and circular 
C(3, 4: F) systems with 2-step Markov dependence. • 
In Chapter 3, Laplace transform method is applied to obtain the exact, relia-
bility of the linear C(3, 4: F) system without repair. 
In Chapter 4, a numerical method and simulation method is used to study tlie 
9 
reliability characteristics of both linear and circular C(3, 4: F) systems with 2-
step Markov dependence. Then a comparison between Laplace transform method 
and the numerical method is also presented there. Then the numerical results 
obtained by the numerical method are presented graphically for both linear and 
circular C(3, 4: F) systems with 2-step Markov dependence. As the same param-
eter sets are used, we can study the effect of Markov dependence along with the 
comparison between the linear and circular systems. Thereupon, we introduce 
the simulation study for both linear and circular C(3, 4: F) systems with 2-step 
Markov dependence. Furthermore, a comparison between simulation method and 




Probability Analysis of 
Consecutive-k-out-of-n : F 
system with (k-l)-step Markov 
Dependence 
•• 
2.1 Model and Assumptions 
For the purpose of studying a repairable consecutive-k-out-of-n: F system, L a m 
and Zhang (1998) introduced the concept of the system failure risk. 
Definition 1. Assume that the state of a system is A, let the operating time • 
of the system at state A be 7^. If the probability that the system will fail in At 
11 
is given by 
G A { M ) = Pr(y:4 < At) = jAt^' + o ( A r ) , (2.1) 
then we call the system failure risk rA at state A has order m with coefficient 7, 
and denote as rA = (m, 7). 
Definition 2. Let the failure risk at state A be r^ = (m^, 7^), and the failure 
risk at state B be r^ = (m^j, 75). 
If either 
(1) m,A > rriB] or 
(2) ruA = mjg，and 7^ < 75, 
then we say that state A has a smaller failure risk than state B, or state A is 
superior to state B and denoted by r^ ~< r^. 
N o w we introduce a model for a repairable consecutive-k-out-of-n: F system 
with (k-l)-step Markov dependence by making the following assumptions. 
Assumption 1. The state of component i at time t is denoted by Zi{t) which 
is defined by 
{0 if component i works at time t, 
1 if component i has failed at time t,. 
Then the system state X(t) is given by * 
X(t) = ( Z , W , Z 2 W , . . . , Z , W ) . . 
Thus the state space of the system is given by 
D 二 {(2；“2^ ,.. .,Zn) ： zi = 0 or 1,/ = 1,2,. • .,n}. 
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while the set of failed states is 
F = {(z], 22’.. •，Zn) ： if 3 zi,...，Zm s.t. Z[ = ... = Zm = 1 and m — 1 + 1 > k}. 
Therefore, the set of working states is 
W = n\F. 
For convenience, the system state can also be denoted by an integer. Thus we 
have 0 二 (0,0,...,0,0),1 = (0,0,...,0,1),...,2"-1 = (1,1,...,1,1). Then 
the state space of the system is given by -
r2 = {j:j = 0,...,2n-l}. 
Without loss of generality, we can denote 
W ^ - { j : j = 0,l,...,r} 
and 
•• 
F = { j : j = r + l， r + 2 , . . . , 2 n — l } . 
Let Xi be the lifetime of component i. and the system state is X(t), then the 
conditional probability that component i will fail by time t is given by Pr{Xi < 
t I X(t)). 
Since component 1 is preceded by component n in a circular system, we can 
define Zo{t) = Zn[i)- In general, for i = 0,1’...，k — 1, define 
’ 0 for a linear system, 
Z-办)= 
Zn-i{t) for a circular system. 
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Assumption 2. A new system which is composed of n identical components 
in an ordered sequence is installed at the beginning (time t 二 0). The system 
fails if and only if k or more consecutive components have failed. 
Assumption 3. If there are /(< k) consecutive failed components that pre-
cede the component z, the lifetime Xi of component i will have an exponential 
distribution Exp(Xi) with the density • 
‘Xie-xiz X > 0, 
Mx)= < 
,0 X < 0, 
with 0 < Ao < Ai < ... < Afc-i. In other words, given state X(t), the conditional 
distribution 
X , I X(t)〜Exp{Xi) . 
Thus, for both linear and circular cases, given state X(t), if there are 1 consecu-
tive failed components that precede component i, then the conditional probability 
that component i will fail by time At is given by 
•t 
P% < At I X(t)) 二 1 - e-xi^ i = 1’ 2’..., n. 
It is clear that larger the number 1, greater the conditional failure probability. 
Therefore Assumption 3 represents the effect of {k 一 l)-step Markov dependenca 
Assumption 4. The repair time of a failed component has an exponential 
distribution Exp{fi), its density is given by 
‘/ie-“双 y > 0, 
9{y)=‘ 
0, y < 0, 
with |i > 0. 
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Assume further a failed component after repair will be 'as good as new，. There 
is one repairman only, so that no more than one component can be repaired at 
the same time. Moreover, assume that the system is closed when it fails, this 
means that if the system has failed, then no more components will fail. 
Assumption 5. The following priority repair rule is adopted. A failed com-
ponent has the highest repair priority if the system state after repairing the 
component is superior to the states after repairing any other failed components. 
If two or more components all have the highest repair priority, then they will be 
repaired in random order. 
Assumption 5 means that a failed component will be the first to repair, if 
the system after repair of the component has the smallest failure risk than after 
the repair of any other failed components. From economical point of view, this 
priority repair rule is reasonable. 
Under assumptions 1-5, the process {X(t), t > 0} is a continuous-time Markov 
chain. Define •‘ 
P ^ = P(X(t + At) = j I X(t) = i), i,j G n. 
After applying the priority repair rule, we can write the transition density 
matrix Q = ( ¾ ) and analyze the system reliability. Let . 
p,it) = PT(X{t)=j), j = 0 , l , - - , 2 " - l , 
and p(t) = (po(t),P] (t), •. -,^n_i (/,)). Then the Kolmogorov forward equation is 
given by 
p'(t) = p(t)Q, (2.2) 
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with initial condition p(0) = (1,0，..., 0). 
Thereafter, we study some important indices in the reliability theory. The 
first one is the availability, it is given by 
A{t) = Pr(the system is operating at time t) 
r 
= Y > ^ f i l = T^PAt)- (2.3) 
3^W j=0 
The second one is the rate of occurrence of failures ( R O C O F ) , which is the 
derivative of the expected number of failures that have occurred by time t and 
is denoted by m/(t). L a m (1995, 1997) proposed a formula for the evaluation of 
the R O C O F , it is given by 
r 2 " - l 
爪‘/⑴=E 巧⑴恥.=E E PjW%- (2.4) 
iew,jeF i=Oj=r+i 
Finally, we study the reliability of the system, which is defined by 
R(t) = Pr(Y>t), (2.5) 
i/ 
where Y is the lifetime of the system since its installation. Suppose that all failed 
states are treated as absorbing states, and the system state is denoted by X(t). 
In this case, the state space is still Q, the set of working states is also W, but F 
now consists of all the absorbing states. Moreover, let • 
^ W - P r ( X ( t ) = j ) , j = 0，l , . . .，2n-l, ’ 
and 
P(t) = (A)(0,...，^"-i(0). 
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The Kolmogorov forward equation is then given by 
/ Q i i Q i 2 � 
p'(t) 二 p(t)Q = p(t) (2.6) 
V 0 I y 
where 
/ Q00 . • . QOr \ (^'Or+l • . • ^ 0 2 " - l \ 
Qii = ： ： , Qi2 = ： ： ， 
\ qrQ . • . Qrr / V ^/rr+l . . . 9 r 2 " - 1 / 
with initial condition p(0) = (1,0,..., 0). Clearly the system reliability is then 
given by 
m ) = T j A t ) = j y A t ) . (2.7) 
jew j=o 
Thus, for the determination of the system reliability R{t), it is enough to 
study the following equation: 
( A W r . . , ^ W ) = (AW，.._，MO)Qii. (2.8) 
If for some a > 1, \i = a'Ao, 1 = 0,1,,.. •, fc — 1, then we shall have a geometric 
process mode】 for a C{k,n : F) repairable system with exponential distribution 
and {k — l)-step Markov dependence. 
2.2 Find Out the Failure Risk of the System 
As the priority repair rule is based on the system failure risk, calculation of the 
failure risk of the system for each state plays an important role in the probability 
analysis of a consecutive-k-oiit-of-n : F system. 
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In finding the failure risk of a system, simplification can be made in our 
calculation if we know the order of the failure risk. W e can avoid to calculate 
some complicated probability since we can neglect the higher order probability 
involved in the equation. For this purpose, we developed the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. For a consecutive-k-out-of-n : F system, assume that X ( t ) = 
(Zi(t), Z2{t),. • •, Zn{t)) e w/, let S{t) = {i : Z,{t) 二 1’ 1 < 1 < n} then 
— -
m 
Pr n A S A , X ( t ) = (ZiW’Z2(0,...，ZnW) = 0 ( 八 广 ) ， (2.9) 
i=i 
ljl^S{t) � 
where 1 < j、< •. • < jm < n. 
Proof. W h e n m = 1, then 
PrpOi < At,j、< S(t) I X(t) - (ZiW, Z 2 W , . . . ， Z n i m 
< Fr[Xj, < At I ^ _ i ( 0 - 0； 
< l — e—AaAf (2.10) 
二 XoAt + o{At) 
§1 
=0{At). 
Thus (2.9) is true for m = 1. 
Assume (2.9) is true for ni 二 s, that is 
Pr n ^ < A ^ X{t) = (Z,{t),Z2{t),...,Zr^{t)) : 0 ( A t n . (2.11) 
i=\ . 
Ui^S{t) _ 
For m = s + 1, we want to prove 
• • 





S + 1 
Pr n ^ < A ^ X{t) = {Z,{t),Z2{t),...,Zn{t)) 
.niAt) 
= P r X,,^3 < A ^ X(t) = (ZUt),Z2(t),...,ZM), n ^ < ^f 
1=] 
_ Ji^ S(t) 
x P r n ^ , < A t X(t) = (Z,(t),Z2(t),...,Z^(t)). 
j i t m -
Consequently, by using (2.10) and (2.11), we have 
S + 1 -
Pr n ^ < A i X(t) = (Z,(t),Z2(t),...,Zn(t)) 
1=] 
Ui^s{t) � 
< [ A o A / ; + o{At)]0{Af) 
=0(zxr+i). 
Therefore Theorem 1 follows. 
N o w , our purpose is to obtain the system failure risk for each state in the 
form given by Definition 1 : 
G ^ ( A t ) = 7 A r + o ( A r ) . 
T w o methods are suggested for obtaining the failure risk r^ = (m, 7). The 
exact method is to find out the explicit expression of the failure risk first and then 
expand the result by Maclaiirin's series. Although we can avoid some unnecessary 
calculation with the help of Theorem 1, finding the explicit expression of the 
failure risk requires much effort. W e suggest that, expanding some terms by 
Maclaiirin's series before the calculation of integration. It can be shown that the 
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same result can be obtained. Without loss of any information, this method can 
simplify the calculation, we shall illustrate these two methods through examples. 
Example 1 : Linear conseciitive-3-oiit-of-4 : F system, state (1 0 0 1), say 
state 8. 
Gs{M) = Pr(rs < At) = Pr{X2 < At n X3 < At | X(t) = 8). 
By theorem 1, we know that G8(Ai) = 0(At^). W e can consider the terms 
up to 0(At^) only. 
By using exact method, • 
Gs(At) = Pr(X2 < At n X3 < At I X(t) = 8) 
fAt 
= / Pr(X2 < M n X3 < At I X2 = s)Aje-^'' ds 
Jo 
r^t � 
= / [Pr(X3 < 5 I ^2 = s) + Pr(s < X 3 < bd I ^2 = s)]Aie-Ais ds 
Jo 
rAt 
= / [(1 - e-Ao” + e-Aos(l - e—A2(At—’]Aie-Ais ds 
Jo 
pAi 
=Ai/ g-Ai5 _ g-A2Atg-(A0+A,-A2)5 ^^ 
Jo •• 
= 1 _ e"AiAt 入1 (c-A2Af - g-(Ao+Ai)At^ 
Ao + Ai —入2 
= X , A t - l ( X , A t f + o{Af) 
. Z 
� � + ; ; ] 2 [1 -〜八丨‘+ >2A02 — 0(At') 
- 1 + (Ao + Ai)At - i(Ao + X^fAf + o{Af) 
Zi • 
= - > i A f ) 2 + M ; ; _ ^ h > 2 A 0 2 + i(Ao + Ai)2APj + o{Af) 
二 -i(AiA/;)2 + iAi(Ao + Ai + X2)Af + o{At^) 
= ^ A i ( A o + A2)A^2 + o(A^2). (2.12) 
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By the suggested method, 
GsiAt) = Pr(^2 < At n ^3 < M I X(t) = 8) 
= 广 Pr(^2 < At n 义3 < A/, I J5^2 = s)Aie_&s ds 
JQ 
rAt -
= / [Pr(X3 < s I ^ 2 = s) + Pr(s < ^ 3 < At 1 X 2 - s)]Aie_Ais ds 
Jo 
= / ^ ' [ ( 1 — e—A�” + e_Aos(l - g-A2(At-5)^]^^g-A,. ds 
Jo 
‘fAt rAt ‘ 
= A l / e—x、sd8 — e-X2At g-(A0+A1-A2)5 ^^ 
yjo Jo 
�f M 
= A l / 1 — Ais + o(s) ds 
Jo 
rAt . -
- e - A 2 A t / 1 — (Ao + Al — A 2 ) s + o{s) ds 
Jo 
= A i i^At-^At^ + o { A f ) 
[1 - X2At + o{At)] At —入。+ )_入2么力2 + 0(八《2) j 
=Al |A^ - ^Af - At - ^^±^^At' - X2Af I 4- o{At') 
= ^ A i ( A o + A2)At2 + o(A^2). (2.13) 
丄 
Then, (2.13) agrees with (2.12). 
•I 
The above example shows the main idea of the suggested method, now we 
shall give another example to see the advantage of the suggested approach in a 
more complex case. 
Example 2 : Linear conseciitive-3-out-of-4 : F system, state (0 0 0 0)，say 
state 0. . 
By Theorem 1，we know that Go(A^) = 0{At^). W e can consider the terms 
up to 0{At^) only. 
Go{At) = Pr(yo < At) 
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= P r [ ( ^ 2 < At n 义3 < At) n (Xi < At U X4 < At) | X(t) = 0 
= P r ( X i < AI n 又2 < Ai n ^3 < At I X(t) 二 0) 
+ Pr(^2 < A ^ n ^3 < At n X } < At I X(t) = 0) 
—Pr(Xi < At n ^2 < At n X3 < At n X i < At I X(t) = 0) 
=Pr(Xi < At n ^2 < At n X3 < M I X(t) = 0) 
-Pr (X i > M n ^2 < At n ^3 < M n X i < At I X(t) = 0) 
= P r ( X , < At n X2 < At n X3 < At I X(t) = 0) 
+ Pr{X2 < At n 义3 < A/ n X4 < At n X i > At | x ( t ) = 0) 
X Pr{X^ > At | X(t) = 0) 
= y l + 4e—A。At = A(l + e-A。A”. (2.14) 
A = Pr(Xi < At n X2 < At n ^3 < At I X(t) - 0) 
rAt 
= / Pr(^2 < A^ n X3 < A^ I Xi = u, X(t) = 0) Pr(Xi = u | X(t) = 0) du 
J 0 
rAt 
= / Pr(X2 < At n X3 < At I Xi = u, X(t) = 0))Aoe_Aou du .‘ 
J 0 
rM � fU 
=义 口0 Pr(^ < At I Xi = u, X2 = v)Xoe-^'^ dv 
rAt 1 
+ / Pr(X3 < At I Xi = u,X2 = WAie—A�” dv Aoe—A�" du 
Ju 
rAt r ru 
=义（义[Pr(X3 < V I Xi = u,X2 = v) + Pr{v < X3 < u \ X, = u,X2 = v) 
+ Pr(w < X3 < At I Xi = u, X2 = ”)]A()e-A。” dv 
rAt , 
+ / [ P r ( ^ < H ^ i = ^ ^ ' , ^ = ^) 
Ju 
+ Pr(?) < X3 < At I Xi - u,X2 = i,)]Aie-^" dv] Aoe"^^" du 
= j : y^ Aoe"^o^[l - e-知” + e-A。”(l -已-入…卜’ 
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+g-Ao%-Ai(u-W(l 一 g-A2(At-^ .))] dt) 
rAt ] 
+ / Aie"^'^[l — e—Ao” + e_^"(l - e"^2(At-^;))]加 ^^^-Xou 如 
Ju 
= ^ 1 + ^ 2 . (2.15) 
B y using exact method, 
fAt ru 
^1 = / Xoe—叫 Aoe—Ao”[l_e—A°、—A“"—”)e—A2(At-u)jAj^ 
Jo Jo 
rAt 「 \p-XiU-\2{At-u) ‘ 
= / Aoe-A。" l — e-A。u—Aoe e ——(l — e—(2A。-A】）u)如 
Jo 2Ao — A] 
1 \2 
二 1 一 g-AoAi _ 丄（1 _ g-2AoAt) + _ _ ^ _ g - A s A t 
2 \\ — 2Ag •• 
-(1 一 g-(Ao+Ai-A2)Af^  (1 — ^-{3X0-X2)Aty 
Ao + Ai —入2 3Ao —入2 
- l - e - A o A t _ _ l ( l - e - 2 A o A t ) + ^0 
2 Ai 一 2Ao 
- ( e - A 2 A f — g - ( A o + A i ) A f ^ ( g - A 2 A f — ^-3XoAty 
Ao + Ai —入2 3Ao — A2 
- A o A / ; - i ( A o A O ' + ^ ( A o A O ' - XoAt + (XoAtf + ^(AoA/f 
z 0 6 
n 4 ^ { 3 ^ ^ T i ^ [ l - — ^ 2 - > 3 
— 1 + (Ao + A,)Ai - i(Ao + Ai)'A^2 + l(Ao + A^^A^^ ,‘ 
-—[1-入2八“>2八/,)2 — > 3 
— 1 + 3AoAi - i(3Ao)'Af2 + i(3Ao)'A/,^] | + o _ 
= ^ ( ^ o A t ) ' — > o A / f - 3 ^ ^ ^ { [A/, — l(Ao + Ai + A2)4/2 
+ ^(Ag + A? + A^ + 2AoAi + A0A2 + A1A2)A/:3 
+ At — i(3Ao + X2)Af + i(9A^ + 3A0A2 + Xl)At^ } + o{At^) 
=-^^o^t' + iAg(4Ao + A, + A2)AP + o(At') 
= ^ A h A o + Ai+A2)At3 + o(Af3). (2.16) 
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fAt rAt 
A2 = / Aoe_Ao" / Aie-^'"[1 一 e-^^V"^2(At-.)]彻加 
. / 0 Ju 
rAt ( 
=义 Aoe-^""j g-A,u_g-A,Af_ 
^1 ^-A2Atr^-(Ao+Ai -A2)u — g-(Ao+Ai-A2)Ati1 ju 
Ao + Ai —入2 J 
二 Ao (1 _ g-(Ao+Ai)At^ _ [g-A,Ai — g-(Ao+Ai)At 
入0 + Ai 
久1 J 0^ [e"^ 2At — g-(2Ao+Ai)At 
Ao + A�—A2 (2Ao + A] — A2 
—g-(Ao+Ai)At 一 g-(2Ao+Ai)Afjj 
=AoA/; - iAo(Ao + A,)A/:2 + “ ( A �+ X,fAt' 
-XoAt — ^Ao(Ao + 2X,)At^ + ho{Xl + 3A�Ai + 3A�)AP 
Z 0 
- \ , )1 \ {AoA^ - iAo(2Ao + Ai + X2)At' 
Ao + Ai — A2 1 Z 
+ ^ Ao[(2Ao + A1)2 + A2(2A0 + Ai) + Ag)Af3 _ 。^么/: 一 ^Ao(3Ao + 2X^)Af 
+^Ao[(Ao + A1)2 + (Ao + Ai)(2Ao + Ai) + (2Ao + A〗)2]Ap} + o{At^) 
=^A0A1A/,2 — ^AoAi(Ao + 2Ai)A/3 一 ^XoX,Af' 
+gAo(3Ao + 2Ai + A2)AP + o(At^) 
1 “ 
- -AoAi(2Ao + A2)A^' + o(A^'). (2.17) 
The combination of (2.16) and (2.17) gives 
A = ^1 + A2 
= ^ [ A g ( A o + A i + A 2 ) + A o A , ( 2 A o + A 2 ) ] + o(At^) 
1 • 
二 g A o ( A g + 3 A o A , + A 0 A 2 + XA2)At^ + o{At^). ( 2 . 1 8 ) 
By the suggested method, 
rAt pu 
^1 - / Aoe—Ao" / Aoe—A。，- e—A�”e—Ai("-”)e—A2(A“)l dv du 
Jo . Jo 
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pAt ru 
= A n / e—Ao" / e—Aor — e-(2Ao-A,Vg-(A,-A2)Ug-A2Ai 彻 du 
Jo Jo 
= x l 1 ^ ^ ^ e—A。" j : 1 - Xov + o(v) dv du 
rAt ru 1 
-e-x^tJo ^-(Ao+Ai-A�)"�l-(2Ao-Ai)^; + o(i;) dvdu\ 
(rAt 「 1 ] 
= X l < / [1 - Aon + o(u)] u - -Xou^ + o{u^) d u - e - � * 
[^./0 L ^ 
rAi 「 1 "I ^ 
Jo [1 - (Ao + Ai - A2)w + o{u)] |n - -(2Ao - X^)u^ + o{u^) du ^ 
(rAt 3 
=Ao 乂 / u — -Xov^ + 0(w,2) du 
l./o 2 
、A r&t 1 ^ 
—e-知“义 u — -(4Ao 4- Ai - 2X2)u^ + o{u^) du 
= A g { i A / ^ - l w 
-[1 — X2^t + o{At)] ^At^ - i(4Ao + Ai - 2X2)At^ I + o{At^) 
=A§ -iAoA^3 + ^X2At^ + ^(4Ao + Ai - 2X2)M^ + o{At^) 
= ^ A 2 ( A o + Ai+A2)A/;3 + o(At^). (2.19) 
rAt rAt 
A2 = / Aoe—Ao" / Aie-^^"[1 -已-入。〜-^�(&“)]办 du 
Jo Ju 
rAt rAt 
= A o A i / e _ A o " / e - 入 ] ' - g - ( ^ o + ^ i - ^ 2 ) . g - A 2 A t 如 血 
Jo Ju .‘ 
= A o A i 1 ^ ^ ^ e-^o" J^^ 1 - X^v + o{v) dv du 
rAt rAt ^ 
一 Jo J 1 — (Ao + Al - A2)^ + o{v) dv du 
(f^t 「 , 1 X 
= A o A i <^  / [1 - Ao^x + o(u)] iAt- -X^At^ + o{At^) 
yo LV 2 / . ( 1、 9 , . A 1 
一 u - -X]U + o(u ) du 
V 2 /. 
^ A / . r • 1 . 
- 一 " J o [1 一 A。u + • ” [(^^ - #久。+ ^ 1 - A 2 ) A f + o(At^)^ 
( 1 、“] >1 
—以一；^(久0 + 入1—入2)^42+0(収2) du\ 
V 2 /J J 
= A o A i I At — ^XoAf + o{At^) At - ^X,At^ + o{At^) 
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rAt 1 
—/ u — - ( 2 A o — \\)v? + o(u2) du 
Jo 2 
-e-A2Ai \(At — lXoAt^ + o(Af2)) (At — *(A�+ A! - A2)A/2 + o{At^)^ 
A 2 ) \ 1 乂 
|-At 1 ] 1 
- ",_;^(3Ao + Ai-A2)ti2 + o(ii2)diz > 
J 0 Zi 
= A o A , ^ A t ' — ^ X o A t ' — h , A t ' - ^ A t ' + ^ ( 2 A o + M ) A t ' 
-[1 - X2At + o(At)] [A/;2 - hoAt^ - i(Ao + Al — X2)At^ 
z z 
-^Ai' + |(3Ao + Al — A2)AP } + o{At^) 
=AoAi | - i ( A o + Ai)AP + i(2Ao + X^)At' + ; A 2 A P 
+ ^(2Ao + A, — X2)At' — ^(3Ao + A�-久2)八叶+ o(At') 
= ^ A o A i (2Ao + A 2 ) A P + o(A/ :3) . (2 .20) 
Thus, (2.19) agrees with (2.16) and (2.20) agrees with (2.17), and (2.18) fol-
lows. 
Therefore, it follows from (2.14) and (2.18) that 
C o ( A t ) = ^Xo{Xl + 3 A o A , + A 0 A 2 + A ,X 2 ) M ^ + o ( A / ; ^ ) [ 2 — XoAt + o(At)' 
J If 
=^Ao(A2 + 3AoAi + A0A2 + AiA2)Af3 + 一 3 ) . (2.21) 
The result is the same as the one obtained by the exact method. The suggested 
method is simpler than the exact method, as we need to calculate some integration 
of linear function only. 
O n the other hand, we can see that Theorem 1 is useful in both of the exact, 
and suggested methods. In Example 2, we know that the final result will be 
0(At^). W e can eliminate all the terms with order At and At^ before complicated 
calculation since all the terms with At and At^ will be canceled out after the 
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calculation. 
2.3 The Linear Consecutive-3-out-of-4 : F Re-
pairable system with 2-step Markov Depen-
dence 
As the first example, we study the linear consecutive-3-out-of-4 : F repairable 
system with 2-step Markov dependence. W e will evaluate the failure risk for each 
state. Then using the priority repair rule to determine the transition density 
matrix Q = ( % ) . The system reliability and availability are analyzed by different, 
methods : Laplace transform, simulation study and numerical method. The 
comparison between these method will be given. Finally, the comparison between 
different value of A。, A1,A2 is also studied. 
•• 
2.3.1 Failure risk of the system 
Now, the state space is 
^ = {j:j = 0,l,...,15} 
with 
0 = (0000), 1 - (0001), 2 = (0010), 3 =(0100), ‘ 
4 = (1000), 5 = (0011), 6 = (0101), 7=(011(¾, 
8 = (1001), 9 = (1010), 10 = (1100), 11 = (1011), 
12 = .(1101), 13 = (0111), 14 = ( 1 _ , 15-(1111). 
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The set of working states is 
H/ = {0, l , . . . ,12}, 
and the set of failed states is 
F = {13,14,15}. 
Suppose at time t, the system state is j, let Yj be the operating time of the 
system and denote its distribution by Gj. Further, let Xi, i = 1,2,3,4，be the 
residual lifetime of component i at time /：. • 
1. State 15 (four failed components) 
Cn,{M) = Pr(y"i5 < At) = 1. 
2. States 11, 12, 13, 14 (three failed components) 
Gu{At) = Pr(yi, < At) = Pr(^2 < At \ X(t) - 11) 
=l-e-一 ” 
= A i A i + o(At). 
Gi2(At) = Pr(y|2 < At) = Pr(^3 < At \ X(t) = 12) 
=l-e_A2Ai 
- X 2 M ^ 0 { A t ) . 
G,3{At) = Pr(yi3 < A^) = 1. 
Gu{At) = Pr(yn < At) = 1. 
As a result, the following is the order of failure risks of states 11, 12, 13, 14： 
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(1) if Al < A2, then r u、 n 2 ^ n3 = n4; 
⑵ if Al = A2, then ru = n 2、 n 3 = ri4. (2.22) 
3. States 5, 6, 7, 8，9, 10 (two failed components) 
G5(At) = Pr(y5 < At) = Pr(X2 < At I X(t) = 5) 
=Pr(Xi > At n X2 < At I X(t) = 5) 
+ Pr(Xi < At n ^2 < At I X(t) = 5) 
=Pr(X2 < At I Xi > At, X(t) = 5) 
X Pr(X, > A f | X ( t ) = 5) + o(A0' 
= { l - e - ^ ' ^ ' ) e - ^ ' ^ ' ^ o ( A t ) 
=XoAt^o(At). 
GeiAt) = Pr(n < A^) = Pr(X3 < At \ X(t) = 6) 
=Pr(Xi > At n X3 < At I X(t) = 6) 
+ Pr(Xi < At 门 X3 < At I X(t) = 6) 
=Pr{X3 < At I Xi > At, X(t) = 6) “ 
X Fr{X^ > At I X(t) = 6) + o(At) 
=e-^'^'(l-e-^^^') + o(At) 
= A j A t + o(At). * 
G7(At) = Pr(Vr < At) = Pr(Xi < At U ^ < At 丨 X(t) = 7) 
= P r ( ^ i < A^ I X(t) = 7) + Pr(X4 < A t I X(t) = 7) 
-Pr(Xi < A t 门 Xi < A t I X(t) = 7) 
. = l — e-AoAt + e—AoA^ l — e-A2At^ +o(AQ 
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X Pr(Xi > At I X(t) = 1) + o{At^) 
= 1 - e-〜Af -、入0、（ e - A〗 A f - e - 華 ) + 。 ( 八 内 
2Ao — Ai 
= iAo(Ao + Ai)A^2+o(A^2). 
G2(A/:) = Pr(y^2 < At) = Pr{X2 < At n (X! < At U X4 < At) | X(t) = 2) 
=Pr(Xi < At n ;^ < At I X(t) = 2) 
+ Pr(X2 < At n X4 < M I X(t) = 2) 
-Pr(Xi < At n ^2 < At n X i < At I X(t) = 2) 
=Pr(Xi < At n ^2 < At I X(t) = 2) • 
+ Pr(Xi > At n X2 < At n X4 < At I X(t) = 2) 
= 1 _ e"AoAt _ __^2_ ( e-AiA( _ g-2AoAi^ 
2Ao — Ai 
+ e — A o A i — g - 2 A o A i ^ 0 ( ^ - ( A 0 + A 2 ) A f — g - ( 2 A o + A i ) A t j 
Ao + A]—入2 
=^Ao(Ao + 2Ai+A2)AP + o(Af2). 
Gs{At) = Pr(y3 < At) = Pr(X3 < At n (X, < At U X4 < At) | X(t) = 3) 
=Pr(Xi < At n X3 < At I X(t) = 3) “ 
+ Pr{Xs < At n X4 < At I X(t) = 3) 
—Pr(Xj < At n X3 < At n X4 < At I X(t) = 3) 
=Pr(A^i < At n ^3 < At I X(t) = 3) * 
+ Pr(Xi > At n ;^ 3 < At 门 ^4 < bd I X(t) = 3) . 
= 1 _ g-AoAt ^ ^g-AsAi _ g-(Ao+Ai)AtN 
^0 + Ai — A2 
+ g - A o A t — g - ( A o + A , ) A f ^ ^ ^ _ ( A o + A s ) A t 一 g - ( 2 A o + A ] ) A U 
Ao + 入 �— 入 2 
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=i(2AoAi + A0A2 + AiA2)A^^ + o(Af). 
G4(At) = P r ( n < At) = Pr(^2 < At n X 3 < At \ X(t) = 4) 
rAt 
= / Pr(^2 < At n X3 < At I ^2 二 s)X^e-^'' ds 
J 0 
rAt 
= / [Pr(Xs < s I X2 = s) + Pr(s < X3 < At | X2 = s)]Aie—A" ds 
J 0 
rAt 
= / [(1 — e—A�” + e-A�s(l — e-A�(A“4)]Aie-A�s ds 
./0 . 
= 1 _ g-AiAt Al (c-A2Af 一 e_(Ao+Ai)At) 
Ao + Ai —入 2 
= ^ A i ( A o + A2)Af2 + o ( A Q . 
Consequently, the order of failure risks of states 1, 2, 3, 4 is given by 
( 1 ) i f Ao > A1A2 —入0入1 —入0入2 b u t Ao, A], A2 are no t al l equa l , 
then n ^ r4 < r2 < r3; 
(2) if \l = A1A2 - AoAi — A0A2, then r^  < r2 = r4、r3; 
(3) if \o < A1A2 - AoAi - A0A2, then r]《r2、r4、r3; 
(4) if Ao = Ai = A2 then n = r4、r2 = r3. (2.24) 
5. States 0 (no failed component) “ 
According to the result (2.21), 
G o ( A t ) = ^Ao(Ag + 3AoAi + A0A2 + A 1 A 2 ) A P + o(At^). 
2.3.2 Priority repair rule 
According to Assumption 5 and the above results (2.22), (2.23) and (2.24), the 
priority repair rule for the linear C(3,4 : F) repairable system can be stated as 
follows. 
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1. Four components failed, state 15. 
Table 1. The priority repair rule for state 15  
State Possible State First repair State after 
after repair repair 
1 5 (1 1 1 1) 11, 12，13, 1 4 2nd componentl^' 1 1 (1 0 1 1) 
2nd or 3rd component,[2] 11 (1 0 1 1) 
or 12 (1 1 0 1) 
1] under the condition A! < 入2; 
2] under the condition A! = A2. 
2. Three components failed, states 11, 12, 13, 14. 
Table 2. The priority repair nile for states 11, 12, 13，14  
State Possible State First repair State after 
after repair repair 
14 (1 1 1 0) 7, 9, 10 2nd mmponent[i'l,[3'l 9 (1 0 1 0) 
2nd or 3rd component,[2'],[4'] 9 (1 0"1 0) 
or 10 (1 1 0 0) 
13 (0 1 1 1) 5, 6, 7 2nd c0mp0nent[rL[2'] 5 ⑴ Q 1 1) 
2nd or 3rd component,【3'l,[4'l 5 (0 0 1 1) 
or 6 (0 1 0 1) 
12 (1 1 0 1) 6，8, 10 2nd component 8 (1 0 0 1) 
11 (1 0 1 1) 5，8, 9 3rd component 8 (1 0 0 1) 
1'] under the condition Ao < Ai < A2; 
2'] imder the condition Ao < A] = A2; 
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3'] under the condition Ao = A^ < A2； 
4,] under the condition Ao = A! 二 入2. 
3. T w o components failed, states 5, 6，7, 8, 9, 10 
Table 3. The priority repair rule for states 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10  
State Possible State First repair State after 
after repair repair 
10 (1 1 0 0) 3, 4 2nd component 4 (1 0 0 0) 
9 (1 0 1 0) 2, 4 3rd mmponent『】’[4〃l 4 (1 0 0 0) 
1st or 3rd componentJ^"^ 2 (0 0 1 0) 
or 4 (1 0 0 0) 
1st mmponent[3"j 2 (0 0 1 0) 
8 (1 0 0 1) 1, 4 1st componentli"]'(2"]'[3"] 1 (• 0 0 1) 
1st or 4th componentt4"l 1 (0 0 0 1) 
or 4 (1 0 0 0) 
7 (0 1 1 0) 2, 3 2nd component『l’l2〃l’l3〃] 2 (0 0 l"0) 
2nd or 3rd component』” 2 (0 0 1 0) 
or 3 (0 1 0 0) 
6 (0 1 0 1) 1, 3 2nd component 1 (0 0 0 1) 
5 (0 0 1 1) 1, 2 3rd component 1 (0 0 0 1) 
1"] under the condition A^ > 入1入2 — AoAi - A0A2, but Ao,A1,A2 are not all 
equal; 
2"] under the condition A^ =入山 - A o A i - A0A2; 
3〃] under the condition Ag < A1A2 — AoAi — A0A2； 
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4〃] under the condition Ao =入1 =入2. 
For the purpose of certainty and convenience, without loss of generality, here 
we shall study the case 
Ao < Al < A2, (2.25) 
入吕 > AlA2 — AgA]—入0入2. (2.26) 
Condition (2.25) represents the most general case. Condition (2.26) is due to 
the fact that as /，the number of preceding failed components, increases the value 
of Xi will increase, but the increasing should be slow, therefore the right hand 
side of (2.26) might be negative, and inequality (2.26) holds. 
N o w we study the geometric process model. Suppose that Ao = A, Ai = aX 
and A2 = a^A. N o w we consider the inequality 
Ag > A1A2 — AoA] — A0A2 
1 > a^ — 0^ — a 
“ 
0 < 1 + a + a^ - fl3 (2.27) 
Solving for a, inequality (2.27) holds if a < 1.839286755. Since in most 
practical cases, the increase in failure rate is quite slow, so that (2.27) holds 
(see L a m (1992) and L a m and Zhang (1999) for reference). So we can assume 
A§ > 入1入2 — AoAi — A0A2. . 
Then the transition density matrix is given by (2.28). In general, under differ-
:�j 
ent conditions, we should slightly modify the transition density matrix Q accord-
ing to Tables 1-3. For example, under the condition Ag = A]A2 - AoA] - A0A2, the 
35 
transition matrix is given by (2.29); under the condition Ag < A1A2 — AgAi - A0A2, 
the transition density matrix is given by (2.30). The underlined elements in 
the transition density matrices (2.28), (2.29) and (2.30) indicate the adjustment 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In the following chapters, we shall consider the cases that conditions (2.25) 
and (2.26) hold. The transition density matrix Q in (2.28) will be applied. Then 
the Kolmogorov forward equation (2.2) is given by 
PoW = -4AoPo(/0 + /4灼� + P2{t) + Ps(t) + P4(O], 
P\ {t) = ^oPo(t) - (3Ao + A^ )pi {t) + ^[p^{t) + pe{t) + pg(0], 
P2{t) = ^oPo ( t ) — (2Ao + Ai + f i )p2(t ) + f i p j { t ) , 
• = ^oPo(t) - (2Ao + Ai + /^)p3(t), 
P4(i) = ^oPo(t) - (2Ao + Ai + /2)p4(t) + //[p9(O + Pw(t)], 
P5(i) = A _ (t) + Mp2(t) - (2Ao + /^)p5(t) + m3(t), 
Pe( i ) = Ao[pi � + P3(t)] - (Ao + Ai + f i )p6(t ) , 
趟 = A o P 2 ( 0 + MP3{t) - (Ao + A2 + f^)p7{t), 
P'sii) = Aob1(O+P4(O] - (Ao + Ai ^fj^)p8{t)+fi[pn{t)+pn{t)l 
P9{t) = X0[p2it) + p4{t)] — (2Ai + ^)p9(O + _ ( t ) , 
P\o(i) = Aop3(O + >^m{t) - (Ao + A2 + fi)pio{t), “ 
Pn(t) = MP5{t)^P8{t)] + Aipg(t) - (Ai + ^)pu{t) + m5{t), 
P'12CO = MPG{t) + PioW] + Aips(0 - (A2 + fj)pu(t), 
P'is{i) = >^0P5{t) + XiP6{t) + X2P7{t) - ms{t), � 
P'u{t) = ^0P7{t) + X1p9{i) + X2Pw{t) — m4{t), • 
P'15(0 = Ai^)ii(t) + A2Pi2(t)-MPi5(0, (2.31) 
with initial condition (po(0),.. . , p 1 5(O)) = (1,0, • • •, 0). 
O n the other hand, since r = 12, the component form of equation (2.8) is 
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given by 
Po(t) = -4AoPo(t) + A#i � + P2{t) + ps{t) + p4{t)l 
P\it) = XoPo{t) - (3Ao + /7.)p,{t) + fi[Ps{t) + pe{t) + ps{t)], 
P2it) = ^oPo{t) - (2Ao + Ai + |i)P2{t) + /jMt), 
P'3(t) = ^oPo(t) - (2Ao + Ai + /ii)p3(t), 
A(i) = ^oPo(t) - (2Ao + Ai + fi)p4(t) + fi[pg{t) + pioW], 
炼⑴=AoPiW + Aip2W-(2Ao + ^)p5W, 
祝 ⑴ = A o [ p i (t) + p3(t)] — (Ao + Ai + /^)p6(t), • 
P7{t) = A0P2(/;) + A1p3(O - (Ao + A2 + ^i)p7{t), 
Psii) = Ao[pi{t) + p4{t)] - (Ao + Ai + fi)p8{t) + iJ.[pu(t) + pu(t)l 
P'9{t) = MP2{t)^P4{t)]-{2X,+|i)pg{t), 
p\o{t) = A0P3(O + ^ m { t ) - (Ao + A2 + jJ^)p]o{t), 
Pu(t) = AofeW+PsWl + AipgW - {X^+fi)pu(t), 
$1 
P'n{t) = MPeit) + PioW] + ^1¾(^) - (A2 + M)P12(O. (2.32) 
with initial condition (po(0),.. .,p12(O)) = (1,0,.. -,0). 
W e shall try to solve equations (2.31) and (2.32) by Laplace transform method 
in Chapter 3 and numerical method in Chapter 4. ‘ 
Therefore, for the linear C(3,4 : F) repairable system, from (2.3),. (2.4) and 
(2-7), the availability, R O C O F and reliability are given respectively by 
12 
M t ) = E ^ W , (2.33) 
j:o 
. ^ f { t ) = Aop5(O + A1p6W + (Ao + A2)p7W 
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+ A i P 9 ( t ) + X2Pw{t) + XiPu{t) + A2P12W, (2 .34) 
12 
and R{t) = Y.Pj{t). (2.35) 
3=0 
2.4 The Circular Consecutive-3-out-of-4 : F Re-
pairable system with 2-step Markov Depen-
dence 
W e study the circular conseciitive-3-oiit-of-4 : F repairable system with 2-step 
Markov dependence as another example here. W e shall evaluate the failure risk of 
each state and apply the priority repair rule to determine the transition density 
matrix Q =(%). Then we shall analyze the system reliability, availability and 
liOCOF by diHererit, methods. 
2.4.1 Failure risk of the system 
*• 
The system states are still given by 
0 = (0000), 1 = (0001)， 2 = (0010), 3 = (0100), 
4 = (1000), 5 = (0011), 6 = (0101), 7=(0110), 
8 = (1001), 9 = (1010), 10 = (1100), 11 二（1011),. 
12 = (1101), 13 = (0111), 14=(1110), 15 = (1111). 
As state 15 is impossible in fact, the system space is 
n = { j : j = 0 , l , . . . , 14 } , 
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with the set of working states is 
W^  = {0,l,...,10}, 
and the set of failed states is 
F = {ll,12,13,14}. 
Then, we shall calculate the system failure risk for different states. 
1. States 11, 12, 13, 14 (three failed components) 
Cii(At) = G n { A t ) = G,s(At) = G u { M ) = 1. 
2. States 5，6, 7, 8, 9，10 (two failed components) 
G5{At) = Pr (n < At) = Pr(Xi < At U X2 < At | X(t) = 5) 
= P r ( X ^ < At I X(t) = 5) + Pr(Xi > At fi X 2 < At | X(t) = 5) 
=Pr(A^i < At I X(t) = 5) 
+ Pr(X2 < At I ;^ > At, X(t) = 5) Pr(Xi > At | X(t) = 5) + o(At) 
= 1 - e—A2Af + e-A2A^i _ e-AoAt) + 卩(&。 
=(X0 + X2)At + o(Ai). 
Clearly, state 5，7, 8, 10 have the same failure risk, so 
G5(At) = Gr(At) = Gs{At) = G,o{At) = (Ao + A2)zXt + o{At)^ 
Similarly, states 6 and 9 have the same failure risk, 
Ge(At) = Gg{At) 
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-Pr{YQ < At) = Pr{X^ < At U 而 < At | X(t) = 6) 
= P r ( X , < At I X(t) = 6) + Pr(^3 < At | X(t) = 6) 
—Pr(Xi < At n ^3 < At, I X(t) = 6) 
=Pr(X, < At 丨而 > A^, X(t) = 6) Pr(^3 > At | X(t ) = 6) 
+ Pr(^3 < At I Xi > At, X(t) = 6) Pr(Xi > At | X(t) == 6)) + o(At) 
=2e-^^^'(l-e-^^^')+o(At) 
=2AjAt + o(At). 
The order of failure risks of states 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 is then given by 
(1) If 2Ai < Ao + A2, then re = r g �r 5 = r> = rg = no; 
(2) lf 2入1 = Ao + 入2，then rg = rg = r5 二 r> ―： rg = n。； 
⑶ If2A] > A0+A2, then r5 = r> = r^ = no < rQ = rg. (2.36) 
3. States 1, 2, 3, 4 (one failed component) 
G^{At) = Pr(y, < At) 
= P r ( ( X i < At n ^ 2 < Ai) U (X2 < At H X 3 < At)" 
U{X^ < At n X3 < At) I X(t) = 1) 
=Pr(Xi < At n X2 < At I X(t) 二 1) 
+ Pr(Xi < At n ^3 < A^ I X(t) = 1) ‘ 
+ Pr(X2 < At n ^3 < At I X(t) = 1) . 
-2 Pr(Xi < At n ^2 < At n ^3 < At I X(t) = 1) 
=Pr(Xi < At n ^2 < At I X3 > At, X(t) = 1) 
. x ( l - P r ( X 3 < A ^ | X ( t ) = l)) 
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+ Pr(Xi < At 门 X3 < At I ^2 > At, X(t) = 1) 
x ( l - P r ( X 2 < A ^ | X ( t ) = l)) 
+ Pi(X2 < At n X3 < At I Xi > At, X(t) = 1) 
x ( l - P r ( X i < A/. I X(t) - 1)) 
+ Pr(Xi < At n X2 < At n X3 < At I X(t) = 1) 
= P r ( X i < A^ n ^2 < At I X3 > At, X(t) = 1) 
X Pr(X3 > At I X(t) = 1) 
+ Pr(Xi < At n X3 < At 丨叉2 > At, X(t) = 1) 
X Pr(^2 > At I X(t) = 1) 
+ Pr{X2 < At n X3 < At I Xi > At, X(t) = 1) 
X Pr(Xi > At I X(t) = 1) + o(At^) 
= B ^ + B 2 + B3 + o(At^). (2.37) 
Bi = Pr(X, < At n ^ < At I ^ 3 > At, X ( t ) = 1) P r ( X 3 > A t | X ( , t ) = 1) 
rAt 
= / Pr(X: < At n X2 < At I Xi = s)X,e-^'' ds[l — 0(Af,)] 
J 0 
rAt 
= / [Pr(X2 < s I Xi = s) + Pr(6" < X2 < At I Xi = s)]Aie-A" ds 
J 0 
x [ l - O ( A 0 : 
rAt 
= I [(1 - e-^°^) + e-^"^(l - e-^^(^^-^))]Aie-^'^ ds[l - 0{At)] 
‘r^t .At 1 . 
= A i 义 e-A]sds-e-A2A^o ^-(Ao+A^-A^). ^^ [ 1 - 0 ( A ^ 
� fM 
= A i j^ 1 - Ai5 + o{s) ds 
|>At • 
_e_A2At / 1 _ (Ao + Ai 一 x^)s + o{s) ds [1 - 0{At)] 
J 0 
, 45 
= A l i^At-^At^^o{At^) 
[1 - X2^t + o{At)] At —入�+ 入 2 � -�" + o{Af) I [1 一 0{At)] 
=A^|^At-^At'- At-^'^^^-^'Af'-A2Af'j+0(At') 
= ^ A i ( A o + A2)A^2 + o(A^2). (2.38) 
Similarly, we have 
B2 = Pr(X, < At n ^ < At I X2 > At, X(t) = 1) Pr(^2 > At | X(t) = 1) 
rAt 
= / Pr(Xi < bd n ^ 3 < At I X 3 = s)Aoe_Aos ds[l - 0{At)] 
J 0 
fAt 




= / [(1 - e_Ais) + e_Ais(l - e-A2(At-.))]^^g-Ao5 &[丄—。(八力)] 
J 0 
_ ,Af fM . 
-Ao 义 e"^o^ ds - e"^2At j^ g-(A0+A,-A2)5 ^^ [i _ o(A^)' 
L • 
�f M 
= A o / 1 — Aos + 0(5) ds J 0 
A^t 1 , 
-e-A2A(/ 1 - (Ao + Al - A2)5 + 0(5) ds [1 - 0{M)] ‘ 
J 0 
= X o i ^ A t - ^ A t ' + o{Af) 
[ 1 - X2M + o{At)] L 一 入0 + 入 1 _ 入 2 么 力 2 + o ( A f 2 ) 1 1 [ 1 — 0(At)] 
^ 
L J J 
- A o { A ^ — ^ A f 2 — [A/: — ^o + A 1 - A 2 ^ ^ , _ A 2 A ^ j + — ) 
= h ( A i + A 2 ) A P + o(AP) . (2.39) 
Moreover, 
^3 = Pr(^2 < At n 而 < At I JCi > A^, X(t) = 1) Pr(X, > At | X(t ) = 1) 
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rAt 
=y。Pr(X2 < At n ^ 3 < At I X 2 = s)Xoe-^'' ds[l — 0(At)] 
rAt 




= / [(1 - e—A�” + e_Aos(l - e-Ai(A^-^))]Aoe-^o^ ds[l — 0{At)] 
J 0 
_ /-At A^t -
= A o 义 e-^ °^ ds-e-^'^'J^ g-(2A0-A1)5^^ [l-0(Ai)] 
�� M 
= A o / 1 — Ao5 + o(s) ds Jo 
、 A rAt “ 
-e-�Ai / 1 — (2Ao - X,)s + o{s) ds [1 - 0(At)] 
J 0 
=Xoi^At-^At'^o{Af) 
‘ o\ — \ 1 彳 
[ l - A〗A“o ( A M 八(——Y"^A2 + o(Af2) [ 1 一 0 岡 ] 
=Ao { A ^ — ^A/;2 - L - ^^^At' - A,Af2 I + o(A^2) 
乂 L J > 
=^Ao(Ao + Al )A/;2 + o(At^) (2.40) 
The combination of (2.37) - (2.40) shows that 
Ci ( A O = ^Ai (Ao + X2)At' + iAo(Ai + X2)At' “ 
+^Ao(Ao + Ai)At2 + o(A^2) 
=^(Ao + 3AoAi + A0A2 + AiA2)Af2 + o(At^). 
It is easy to see that for the circular conseciitive-3-out-of-4: F system, states 
1, 2, 3, 4 have the same failure risk, that is, • 
G,(At) = G2(At) = Gs{At) = G4{At) 
=^(A§ + 3AoAi + A0A2 + A1A2)AP + o{At^). 
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As a result, the failure risks are the same for these four states 
n = 2^ = rs = r4. 
5. States 0 (no failed component): 
Go(At) = Pr(yo < At) 
= P r [ ( X i < At n X2 < At 门；^3 < At) 
u(Xi < At n X2 < At n Xi < At) 
u(Xi < At n l 3 < At n X4 < At) . 
u{X2 < At n X3 < At n X4 < At) I x ( t ) = 0 
= 4 Pr(;^i < At n X^ < At n X3 < At | X(t) = 0) + o{At^) 
=4Pr(Xi $ A m X 2 S A m X 3 ^ q X i > A t , X ( t ) = 0) 
X Pr{X4 > At I X(t) = 0) + o{At^) 
= 4 Pr(Xi < At n ^2 < At n X3 < At I A > At, X(t) = 0) + o{At^). 
“ 
Then, it follows from (2.20) that 
Go(At) = ^Ao(A2 + 3AoAi + A0A2 + A1A2)zVP + o(Af). 
2.4.2 Priority repair rule ‘ 
N o w , we are available to discuss the priority repair rule for the circular C(3,4 : F) 
system. 
1. Three components failed, states 11, 12, 13, 14. 
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Table 4. The priority repair rule for states 11，12, 13, 14  
State Possible State First repair State after 
after repair repair 
14 (1 1 1 0) 7, 9, 10 2nd component^ 9 (1 0 1 0) 
1st or 2nd or 3rd componentJ^l 7 ( 0 1 1 0) 
or 9 (1 0 1 0) 
or 10 (1 1 0 0) 
1st or 3rd componentJ^^ 7 (0 1 1 0) 
or 10 (1 1 0 0) 
13 (0 1 1 1) 5, 6, 7 3rd componentJ^^ 6 (0 1 0 1) 
2nd or 3rd or 4th component[2j 5 (0 0 1 1) 
or 6 (0 1 0 1) 
or 7 (0 1 1 0) 
2nd or 4th component,[31 5 (0 0 1 1) 
or 7 (0 1 1 0) 
12 (1 1 0 1) 6, 8, 10 1st component[" 6 (0 1 0 1) 
1st or 2nd or 4th component^ 6 (0 1 0 1) 
or 8 (1 0 0 1) 
or 10 (1 1 0 0) 
2nd or 4th component,^ 8 (1 0 0 1) 
or 10 (1 1 0 0) 
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State Possible State First repair State after 
after repair repair 
11 (1 0 1 1) 5, 8, 9 4th m m p o n e n t ^ 9 (1 0 1 0) 
1st or 3rd or 4th component^ 5 (0 0 1 1) 
or 8 (1 0 0 1) 
or 9 (1 0 1 0) 
1st or 3rd component,[3] 5 (0 0 1 1) 
or 8 (1 0 0 1) 
1  
1] under the condition 2Ai < Ao + 入2; 
2] under the condition 2Ai = Ao + A2; 
3] under the condition 2Ai > Ao + A2. 
2. T w o components failed, states 5, 6，7, 8, 9. 
Since n = r2 = r3 = r4, for states 5, 6, 7, 8, 9’ the repair priority for the 
failed components is random. 
“ 
Under the condition 2Ai < Ao + A2, the transition matrix is given by (2.41). 
Under the condition 2A! = Ao + A2, the transition matrix is given by (2.42). 
Under the condition 2Ai > Ao + A2, the transition matrix is given by (2.43). 
The underlined elements iii the transition density matrices (2.4J), (2.42) and 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































W e can show that 2Ai < A0 + A2 always holds for the geometric process model. 
To prove this, let Ao = A, A] = aX and A2 = a^A, then 
Ao + A2 - 2Ai = (a - l)^A > 0. (2.44) 
Thus since now on we shall consider the case that 
2Ai < Ao + 入2. (2.45) 
Then the transition matrix Q (2.41) is used, the Kolmogorov forward equation 
(2.2) is given by ., 
p'o{t) = -4AoPo(0 + MPi � + V2[i) + P3(t) + p4(t)], 
V\ {t) = XoMt) — (2Ao + Ai + |i)p, {t) + ^|i[ps{t) + pe(t) + ps(t)], 
P2(t) = Aopo(0 - (2Ao + Ai + fi)p2{t) + i//[p5(O + P7(t) + p9(t)], 
P'3{t) = >^oPo{t) - ( 2 A o + Ai + fj,)p3(t) + ^fi[p6{t) + pvit) + Pw{t)l 
P'4{t) = >^oPo{t) — ( 2 A o + Ai + M ) p 4 ( O + \l^[P8(t) + p9{t) + Pm{t)l 
P'S) = AoPi(0 + A1p2(O - (Ao + A2 + fi)p5{t), “ 
Pe{t) = AoPi {t) + Xops{t) 一 (2A, + ^)pQ{t) + fi[pu{t) + P13(O], 
P7{t) = ^0P2(t) + Xm{t) - (Ao + A2 + |i)p7{t), 
Ps(0 = ^m{t) + X0P4{t) - (Ao + A2 + fi)p8(t), ‘ 
細 = A 0 P 2 W + A0P4W - (2A1+/x)p9(O+Aibi](O+P14W]> 
P'm{i) = A0P3(O + M p 4 ( t ) - (Ao + A2 + |j)Pm{t) . 
Pn(0 = A2p5(O + XoPs(t) + Xm{t) - m\{t), 
P'12{i). = AipeW + >^2P8{t) + XoP^o(t) - m2{t), 
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p']s{t) = ^0P5(t) + Mpe(t) + X2p7[t) - m s ( t ) , 
p'u{t) = >^0P7{t) + X1p9{t) + X2Mt) - m4{t), (2.46) 
with initial condition (po(0),Pi(0),... ,P14(O)) = (1,0,... ,0). 
N o w r = 10, then the component form of Equation (2.8) can be written in 
the following way. 
Po{t) = -4AoPo(0 + M0i ⑴ + P2{t) + Ps{t) + p,(t)l 
p\{t) = XoPo{t) - (2Ao + A, + ^)pi{t) + i^[p5(t) + pe{t) + ps{t)], 
P2{t) = Aopo(0 - (2Ao + Al +M)P2W + ll^[p5{t)+p7{t)^p9{t)], 
P3{t) = XoPo{t) - (2Ao + Al + |^)ps{t) + ^fi[Pe(t) + p7{t) + Pio (01, 
P'M = ><oPo{t) — (2Ao + Al + fi)p4{t) + ^ A # 8 ( 0 + P9{t) + p,o{t)l 
离 ⑴ = A 0 P 1 W + A 1 p 2 W - ( A 0 + A2 + //)p5W, 
Pe{t) = Ao[pi(0+P3Wl-(2Ai+/x)p6W, 
p'7{t) - Ao^(/;) + A,^W-(Ao + A2 + ^)p7W, 
“ 
Ait) = Aipi (t) + X0p4{t) - (Ao + A2 + ^)p8{t), 
f>'S) = A0P2W + A 0 P 4 W - ( 2 A 1 + / i ) p 9 W , 
^ o W = AoPsW + \ m { t ) - (Ao + A2 + M)Pio(^), (2.47) 
with initial condition (》o(0),j5i(0),...,pio(0)) = (l,0,...,0). 
As in the linear C(3,4 : F) repairable system case, we shall apply the numer-
ical method to solve respectively (2.46) and (2.47) with their initial conditions in 
Chapter 4. 
For the circular C(3,4: F) repairable system, from (2.3), (2.4) and (2.7), the 
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availability, R O C O F and reliability are given respectively by 
10 
m = E ^ W ' (2.48) 
j=o 
rrif{t) = (Ao + X2)p5(t) + 2Aipe(0 + (^o + h)p7{t) 
+ ( A o + X2)P8{t) + 2 A i p g W + (Ao + A2)p10W, (2 .49) 
10 





System Analysis for Linear 
Consecutive-3-out-of-4: F system 
with 2-step Markov Dependence 
by Laplace Transform Method 
“ 
W e are now going to solve the Kolmogorov forward equation and obtain some 
reliability indices for the system. Here, Laplace transform is employed to solve 
the differential equations. The main idea of this method is first to transform the 
differential equations into linear equations and then solve thern. After getting 
the solutions of the ordinary system of equations, we re-transform the solution 
t,o get the solution to the system of differential equations. 
W e shall demonstrate the Laplace transform method through the study of a 
linear C(3,4 : F) system. 
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Since the system reliability for linear C(3,4 : F) system is given by (2.35), we 
only need to solve the differential equations given by (2.32). 
Let the Laplace transform of f be 
r(s) = L f(t) = � e - s t f ^ dt. 
Jo 
It is well known that 
Lf'{t) = sr(s)-f{0). 
Then we have, . 
fOO 
Pj{s) = / e-%(t) dt 
J 0 
and 
P^;{s) = sp]{s)-P,{Q). 
By taking the Laplace transform on the both side of equations (2.32) with 
the help of initial condition p(0) = (l,0,---,0), we shall obtain the"following 
equations: 
s^(<s) - 1 = -4AoS(s) + ^ip;{s) + /购⑷ + //^S(s) + /ip*(.s), (3.1) 
冲：；⑷=X^pl{s) - (3Ao + ^ i )p { [s ) + ^ p l { s ) + A^p*(s) + > S ( s ) , (3 .2) 
冲 ； ⑷ = A o ^ W - ( 2 A o + Ai+//)^(s)+",^5;(s), . (3.3) 
祸 ⑷ = A o p S ( 5 ) - ( 2 A o + A,+/x)S(s), (3.4) 
^Pli^) = ^oPo{s) - (2Ao + Ai + fi)Pl{s) + |j,p;(s) + / z^ ( s ) , (3.5) 
^Pli^) = A0p ; (5 ) + A 1 p * ( 5 ) - ( 2 A 0 + /^)p*(5), (3 .6 ) 
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sPlis) - A o p ; W + A o S W - ( A o + Ai+//)S(s), (3.7) 
sp;{s) 二 XoPl{s) + X^Pl(s) - (Ao + A2 + |i)p;(s), (3.8) 
spl(s) = Xop\{s) + Xopl(s) - (Ao + Al + |i)pl{s) 
偏 ⑷ 作 礼 ⑷ ’ (3.9) 
spl{s) = A o p * ( 5 ) + A o ^ ( s ) - ( 2 A , + ^ ) ^ ( 5 ) , (3 .10) 
sp*o(s ) = A o ^ ( s ) + X , P l { s ) - (Ao + A2 + ^ ) p l o { s ) , (3 .11) 
s P u { s ) = A o S ( s ) + XoP ; { s ) + X , p l { s ) - (A, 4- ^ ) p ] , { s ) , (3 .12) 
s P U s ) = ^ o P l { s ) + X , P l ( s ) + A o ^ ( s ) - (A2 + f i ) p ]2 { s ) . (3 .13) 
Let 6 = (Ao, A1,A2, fj), then from equations (3.4) and (3.8), 
胁)二 “2丄+声) 
=f3{s.0)Po(s), (3.14) 
pt(s) = ^ p;(s) + ：^ p;(s) 
州 ) s + 2Ao + A2 + / 2 ^ ) s + Ao + A2 + / 认 ) 
^0 - * / � , ^1/3(s, 0) 
= s + 2AQ + A2 + / 2 ^ + s + ;^ Q + A2 + / o W - .丨 ( 3 . 1 5 ) 
Substituting (3.15) into equation (3.4), we have 
胁）=鴻‘“作副+ ; + 2二+/(力 
= ^0 pV,> I V ^ _ _ _ ~ " � 
s + 2Ao + Al + 广 、 ) T (s + Ao + A2 + /i)(5 + 2Ao + A】+ ^ j f ^ ) 
+ V / 3 M ) ~ * 卜 、 
{s + Ao + A2 + fi){s + 2Ao + Al + ⑷船) , 
plis) = — A 0 ( . + A0 + A2 + M)+/XAJ3(^,^) 
‘ [s + Ao + A2 + fi){s + 2Ao + A, + |i) - Ao/x^W 
=f2is,O)p*{s). 
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Then from (3.15) that, 
• ^0f2{s,e)^X,fs{s,e) ~ * , � 
P7(s) = j \ , \ , Po{s) 
s + 入0 + 入2 + fJ^ 
=/制耐 
From equation (3.10) and (3.11), 
沉⑷ 二 7 T ^ ^ 4 + 7 : r ^ S W 
= i ^ f f ^ _ + ^ T ^ _ , (3.16) 
乡^0(力=3 + 入/+\作_ + . . A o ' \ . . / ^ ( - ) 
= ^ ^ : ^ _ + ^ T ^ ^ _ . (3.17) 
Put (3.16) and (3.17) into equation (3.5), we have 
S(^) 
= { A o ( g + Ap + A2 + ^i)[{s + 2Ai + |i) + |if2{s, ^)] + |2X0{s + 2Ai + |i)h{s, ^)} p*{s) 
(5 + A0 + A2 + A^ )[(s + 2A0 + A1 +/ /)(s + 2A] + / / ) - / / A o ] - M i ( s + 2Ai + |i) 
=地嚇). 
Therefore, (3.10) and (3.11) become 
• = ^ ^ ? ^ ^ P _ .. 
= / 9 M ) S ( s ) , 
. � �= ^ ^ i j | ^ _ . 
=Ms,0)p;{s). 
From equation (3.6) and (3.7), we have 
^Vo^ - Q^ ~*f,\ 丄 ^J2{s,9) 
仇⑷— s + 2 A � + / i W + s + 2Ac) + /oW， 
• - .,., '\ ^ ffl^)+ y3(1^  p ； ( , ) . 
. 5 + Ao + Ai + fi s + Ao + Ai + 广 ^ 
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Then equation (3.12) and (3.13) can be reduced to 
入2 
河1(力=(s + 2 A � ) J s + 2 W ， ) 
I ApA,/2(5,^) 
(s + 2Ai+W(s + 2Ao + yPoPJ 
+^^？^^駒 + 蟲 耐 （3.18) 
入2 
�T2M = (. + A2 + M)(^lA0 + A1+/i)^*(') 
+ 狐。） . v . 
卞 ( 3 + 入 2 + 咖 + 入 0 + 入 1 + / / ) 綱 
I Ao(6 + Ao + Ai +/i)/io(^,^) ~*, Ai ~ * ,、，‘) ^ , 
+ ( … + 咖 … 入 … 产 + ^？^凡⑷.(3.19) 
Substitute (3.18) and (3.19) into (3.2), 
( 錢 作 綱 = ( A � + ^ ^ ^ ^ + _ y f / ) ) • 
V s + 2Ao + fi s + Ao + Ai + |1 y 厂0�) 
+ { V ' , _ _ _ V _ _ ) ~ " � 
Vs + 2Ao + fi s + Ao + Ai + |_i)灼（~ 
作沉⑷ （3.20) 
Rewrite (3.20) in the following form, 
0^1 (s, ^ )^(s) + gu{s, e)Pl(s) + ^ 81 (s, e)Pl(s) 二 0, •‘ (3.21) 
where 
^ � M ) = A p + A l " / 2 M ) + _ A 0 / ^ / 3 M ) 
s + 2Ao + |J. s + Ao + Ai + /i 
奶“"） -7T^V + - r r ^ ^ — — ( s + 3Ao + /i), 
s + 2Ao + Ai s + Ao + A i + / i ^ � 
981 (s, 0) = !_i. . 
“Similarly, substitute (3.18) and (3.19) into (3.9)， 
(5 + Ao + Ai+ / i )^ ( . ) = W M + ><o^{s + Xo + X^+^)Ms,6) 
. [ (s + A2 + /x)(5 + A0 + A1 +/x) 
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AoAijti/2(g, 6) + Ai/x(g + 2Ap + fi)U{s, 6>)1 
(5 + Ai+/z)(s + 2Ao + /i) J 凡⑷ 
+Ao/4(5,0)p;(s) 
+ [入 + ^  
L 0 (5 + A,+ / i ) (5 + 2A0 + ^) 
+ M^  1 ^^(s) 
(s + A2 + A/)(s + Ao + A i + / i ) j ^ ( J 
+ t ^ + J T ^ y — _ 
and w e rewrite (3.22) in the following form, 
902(s,e)pl{s)^gn{s,e)p;{s)^g82(s,e)p;{s) = 0, (3.23) 
where 
gf^ 没） = ^ l ^ h { s , 0) + Xo|^{s + Ap + Ai + fi)Ms, 6) 
02 , (5 + A2 + Ai)(s + A0 + A1 + / i ) 
I ApAi///2(s, 9) + AiA^ (g + 2Ao + jj)h{s, 9) 
+ ( . + A,+/z)( .4-2Ao + /.) + 稱，。)， 
g (S 没 ） 一 A + Ag/i + A^/i 
12 , 0 (s + Ai +;z)(s + 2Ao + //) (s + A2 + M)(5 + A0 + A1 +^i)' 
gs2(s,0) = Y ^ + 丄々： - ( . + Ao + A , + / . ) . 
S + Ai + jJL S + A2 + |J, 广‘ ^ 
n 
Combination of (3.21) and (3.23), w e have 
0*(d = 902{s,e)g8i{s,e)-go,{s,e)gs2(s,e)^ 
9n{s,e)gs2{s,e)-g,,{s,e)gs,{s,ef'^'^ 
=Ms,e)p*{s), 




卯）一 M M I ± M M ~ v ^ . 灼⑷ 一 ~ s + 2Ao + ^"““凡⑷ 
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=f5(s,m(s), 
云 * ( 》 — A o [ / i M ) + / 3 M ) ]  凡 ⑷ — s + Ao + A,+M 凡(） 
=f6{s.0)pl{s), 
~* (、= [ XlMs,e)^XoXJ2{s,O) 
• ) — [(s + Ai+/i)(s + 2Ao + M) 
, A 1 / 9 M ) , W s M ) 1 ~ " 、 H ： 十 ： Pr\ [ S) 
s + Ai + ^ s + Ai + i ^ j " 
二 fu{s,e)f,{s), 
~* (、= [ xlh{s,e)^xlfs{s,e) 
灼 2 ^ — [(s + A2 + A^ )(s + Ao + Ai+/z) 
, A i / s M ) i M ^ M 1 1 ~v ^ 
H ： 1 ： Pois) 
s + A2 + |i S + A2 + //�" 
=fu{s,0)p*{s). 
From equation (3.1), 
说“")=8 + 4Ao — /i/i (s, 9) — fif2(s, e) - fih(s, e) - M/4(5, e) • 
Taking Laplace transform on the equation (2.7), 




= ^ + Efj{s.0) Po{s). (3.24) 
- "^=1 - . 
W e can get the explicit expression of the system reliability by using the above 
result. But in most cases, the expression of the system reliability is too complicate 
so that we cannot obtain some meaningful result. 
Here we shall consider the case that there is no repair and Ao < Ai < 入2. Put 
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fi = 0 into above results, we have 
Ms,e�= ^ ' 
湖 = 二 + Ai 
= A M ) = / 4 M ) , 
r (们— ^ , 入0入1  
^'^^‘ ) — (5 + 2Ao ) ( s + 3Ao) ( s + 2Ao ) ( s + A �+ A i ) ' 
fJ^ n) = 3 4- 3  
^®^ ‘ ^ — (s + 3Ao)(s + Ao + Ai) (s + Ao + Ai)(s + 2Ao + Ai) 
= / 8 M ) , 
r / n\ _ 入0(入0 + 入0 -
.,7、、J — (5 + A0 + A2)(^ + 2A0 + A1) 
二 / i � M ) , 
U^ n\ 二 ？^  
^'^‘^ 一 (s + 2Ai)(s + 2Ao + Ai)' 
r ( Q\ _ ^ I ^ ^  
川 ^ ‘ ) — { s + 2Ao) (5 + 3Ao) (5 + Ai ) (5 + 2Ao) (5 + X , ) { s + 2Ao + A i ) 
_l 2^o^i I ^  
(s + Ai)(s + 2Ai)(s + 2Ao + Ai) (s + 3Ao)(s + Ai)(s + Ao + Ai) 
+ ^  
{s + A i ) ( s + Ao + A i ) ( s + 2Ao + A i ) ' 
r . 没 ） = Ag(Ao + A Q 入呂(入0 + 入1)"  
2 h J - ( s + 3 A o ) ( s + A2)(s + Ao + A i ) (5 + A0 + A 1 ) ( 5 + 2A0 + A 1 ) ( 5 + A2) 
+ Ag(Ao + A Q  
(s + 2Ao + A i ) ( s + Ao + A2) (s + A2) • 
After solving the above equations in partial fractions and taking Laplace trans-
form, we can get the following results. 
Po{t) = e - 4 ¥ , (3.25) 
Pi(t) = e-3&Lg-4Aot, (3.26) 
色⑷= ^0 r-(2Ao+AOt_^-4Aot-
2Ao — A] L 
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= p 3 W = p 4 ( t ) , (3.27) 
P5(t) = e-2^( - e-3^t + 、久0 [e-4Aot _ g-(2Ao+AOt]^ (3.28) 
2Ao — Ai 
p e ( t ) = �[ e - ( A � + A � ) t - e-3Ao^ _ g-(2Ao+AOt + e-4Aot" 
2Ao —入1 
= P s ( t ) , (3.29) 
乡 了 ⑴ = 入 0 ( 、 + 入1) r 1 ^-(X0+X2)t 1 ^-(2Ao+A,)t" 
Ao + A!—入2 L3Ao —入2 2Ao — Ai . 
A p ( A o + A i ) 4 A p t 
t(2Ao-Ai)(3Ao-A2) 
= P w ( t ) , (3.30) 
P 9 ( t ) = ( ^ ^ ^ ) 2 [ e - 2 A “ — 2 e - ( 2 A � + A i ) � e - 4 A 。 ” ， ( 3 . 3 1 ) 
V2Ao — Ai ) L � 
p u { t ) = 入0 I g-A, t _ g-2Aot + g-3Ao^ — g-(Ao+A, )t 
2Ao —入1 [ 
+��入 �[2e - (2Ao+AOf — e-2A" - e-4A�”\ ’ （3.32) 
2入0 — Ai J 
P M t ) = ' i Y ^ A [ ^ ^ ( 6 - 〜 - 崎 ) Ao 十 A�一A2 LoAo — A2 
I 1 (c-(2Ao+AiH — g-(Ao+Ai)t^ 
2 A o — A ! -
+ I^3^^^S^^(e_3A°f — e_4A。t). (3測 
“ 
By equation (2.7), the system reliability is given by 
m = E^ w 
j=i 
= ^ 0 - ^1 -2Aot _ V 2 A o - A] - A 2 ) 3A,t 
2Ao - Ai ( 2 A o - A 1 ) ( 3 A o - A 2 ) . 
+ Ao(Ao + Al) ^-4Ant : ^ „-(Ao+A,K 
( 2 A o - A 0 ( 3 A o - A 2 ) ( A o + Ai - A 2 ) ( 2 A 0 - 入！)， 
Ao(Ao + Ai) -(2An+Ai )t 
(A0 + A,-A2)(2A0-A1) 
I ^ ( A p + A i ) -(Xn+Xo)t 
(A0 + A1-A2)(3A0-A1) 
+ _ ^ _ e — A i f + Ao(Ao + Ai) 一.-A2i (0 o.x 
2 A o - Ai 卞 ( A o + Ai — A 2 ) ( 3 A 0 - A i ) e . 、丄糾） 
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N o w , we study the geometric process model without repair as a special case. 
Assume that Ao = A, Ai = 仅 入 , 入 2 = a^A,/x = 0, where a > 1. Substitute these 
parameters into the above results, (3.25)-(3.33) become 
Po{t) = e-''\ 
Mt) = e-3At-e-4A,, 
P2{fi) = _:^[e-(a+2)At_e-4Ar 
Qj 2 * 
=p3{t) =p4(t), 
Ps{t) = e-''' - e-''' + J_e-(-^2)At _ J-e'^A^. 
a — 2 OL — z 
p,{t) = Ji:L L-(a+l)At _ g-3At _ g-(a+2)A^ _^ g-4At" 
a — 2 L • 
= 織 
⑶ 、 ^ a + l -(a^ + m ^ d l i e"(a+2)At 
刚 — ( a 2 - a - l ) ( a 2 - 3 ) (a^-a-l)(a-2) 
, _ _ _ ^ ± L _ _ e - 4 A t 
a 3 - 2 a 2 - 3 a + 6 
=P i o ( 0 . 
P,{t) = ^ A ^ [e-2. — 2e-(a+2)At + e-4A^ , “ 
(a - 2 Y L 
f>u[t) = ^{e-aA£_e—2A�e-3ALe-(a+”At 
a — 2 1 
- ~ — [2e-(a+2)Af + e —減 + e—4A” 1 ’ 
a - 2 L J 
Pu{t) = 2 “ 1 1 ["T^(e—"2A' - e—(l+a2)A” + l(,-(a+2)A. _ e+H)M)-
a^ - a — 1 LG^ — 3 a — 2 . 
+ ^±i (e-3Af _ e-4A。 
a 3 - 2 a 2 - 3 a + 6、 "^ . 
Let p be the reliability of every component, then p = e—". B y equation (3.34), 
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the system reliability is given by 
m = EPAi) 
j=i 
= a - l „ 2 , (a + 2 ) ( g - l ) 3 Q + 1 4 
— a - 2^ (a2 - 3)(a — 2 f {a^ — 3)(a — 2广 
^ )^(a+l) ? ± i ^{a+2) 
(a2 一 a — l)(a - 2)^ {a^ - a - l)(a 一 2y 
a + 1 „2 1 „ a + 1 ffl2+n 
_l n 7)" j o(" +" 
( a 2 - a - l ) ( f l 2 - 3 , a - 2 " (a2-a-l)(a,2-3)^ . 
Put a=l, that is Ao = Ai = X2 - A, we have 
Po{t) = e - , .. 
p,{t) = e-3At_e-4At 
=P2{t) =p3{t) =p4{t), 
p,{t) = e-2Ai _ 2e-3At + e-4At 
= p 6 ( t ) = pj(t) = p8(t) 二 pg(t) 二 Pw(t), 
pu(t) = e-AL3e-2A�3e-3ALe—4A* 
= P 1 2 W . “ 
and the system reliability is given by 
R(t) = 2e-At_2e-3At + e-4Af 
- 2 p - 2 p 3 + p 4 
This result agrees with the system reliability obtained by L a m and Zhang 
(1999) which consider the conseciitive-3-oiit-of-4 : F system with 1-step Markov 
dependence. 
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In the cases |j, + 0, solving the system of equations by Laplace transform is 
not an easy task. Also if we consider the system availability, more equations and 
variables will be involved when comparing with the case of system reliability. For 
example, in the case of linear C(3,4 : F) repairable system, we need to solve 
16 equations to obtain the availability of the system, the solution by Laplace 
transform will be more complicate. 
Although, we may solve the system of differential equations in principle with 
the initial condition by using Laplace transform method and then obtain exact 
reliability indices, it seems hopeless to obtain an explicit solution for large sys-
tems. In next chapter, we shall apply simulation method and numerical method 




Reliability Indices for 
Consecutive-3-out-of-4: F system 
with 2-step Markov Dependence 
by Numerical Method and 
Simulation Study 
4.1 Numerical Method . 
In the pervious chapter, we can see that solving (2.31), (2.32) and (2.46), (2.47) 
is not an easy task by Laplace transform method. Some numerical methods will 
be helpful for solving the system of differential equations. 
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4.1.1 Linear consecutive-3-out-of-4 : F repairable system 
with 2-step Markov dependence 
W e will try to solve the system of differential equations (2.31) and (2.32) by 
Riinge Kiitta method and obtain the system reliability, availability and R O C O F . 
The system of differential equations (2.31) can be rewritten as 
p[{t) = yi[po{t),p^{t),...,pi5{t) 
for i = 0,1,2,..., 15. 
Fourth-order Rimge-Kutta method suggests an iterative algorithm as follows. 
(1) Set /:o = 0. Starting from the initial condition 
p (^o) = p ( 0 ) = ( l , 0 , - - - , 0 ) . 
(2) Let tj = j X h, j = 1,2,.... Suppose that the values ofpi{tj), i = 0,...，15 
have been evaluated, then the values of pi{tj+i) can be calculated by: 
h “ 
P^{ij+^) = Pt{tj) + - K l + 2�UJi’2 + ^ i , s ) + 购’4] ( 4 . 1 ) 
for i = 0,1’ 2,. •., 15, j = 0，1, 2，... and tj^] = tj + h, where 
〜=yilij,Po(tj),Pi(tj),...,Pi5(tj)], (4.2) 
叫:’2 二 yi tj + l.Po{tj) + ^ , P i ^ ) + ^ , ½ ¾ ) + ^ , 
...,Pi5(f_7) + T j , (4-3) 
-.3 - " 7 ^ + .,P0fe) + ^ , P l ( t a + ^^,P2fe) + ^ ^ , 
.-,Pi5fe) + T ] , (4.4) 
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^iA = yi[tj + h,Po{tj) + Wo^3,pi{tj) + W^^3,P2{tj) + u;2,3, 
• • .,Pl5(tj) +Wi5,3]. (4.5) 
(3) Then the system availability and R O C O F at time t can be calculated by 
(2.33) and (2.34) respectively. 
Similarly, (2.32) can rewrite as 
P'i{t) = y i [ p o ( t ) , p ^ { t ) , . . . , p u { t ) , 
forz = 0,l,2,...,12. 
A similar algorithm can be adopted to obtain the system reliability. 
(1) Set to = 0. Starting from the initial condition 
泛 ( 《 0 ) = 刚 = ( 1 , 0 广 . ’ ( ^ ， 
(2) Let tj = j X h, j = 1’ 2, •.. Suppose that Pi{tj), i = 1,.. •, 12 have been 
evaluated, we can determine pi{tj^]) by using Rimge Kutta method. 
Pi{tj+^) = Pi{tj) + ^ K , 1 + 2、Wi，2 + Wi^3) + Wi^ ]^ (4.6) 
for i = 0,1，2,..., 12, j = 0,1,2,... and tj^] = tj + h, where “ 
购’1 二 "^fe，A)fe)’^fe)，• • • ,Pn{tj)i (4.7) 
购’2 = ^ [^ . + -^M + ^ , P i f e ) -f ^ , P 2 ( / . ) + ^ ^ , 
-..,^512¾) + ^ ] , • (4.8) 
购’3 - % [^ . + ^,Pofe) + '^.Mt,) + ^ , p , ( t , ) + ^ , 
••-Pi2(^.) + ^ ] ， (4.9) 
^iA = % f e + /^',P0(^j)+^^0,3,Pl(^j)+t(^l,3,P2(ij)+W;2,3, 
. . . , P n ( t j ) ^Wi2,3]- (4.10) 
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(3) Evaluate the system reliability at time t by (2.35). 
As an example, we calculate the system availability, R O C O F and reliability 
for j — •, I,... or eqiiivalently time t = 1,2， 
4.1.2 Comparison between the Laplace transform method 
and numerical method 
Here, we study a numerical example for comparison between the Riinge Kutta 
method and the Laplace transform method. 
Consider a linear consecutive-3-out-of-4: F system, suppose that Ao = 1.0, A ! = 
1.05,入2 = 1.1025, /i 二 0. This is a geometric process model (with a = 1.05) with-
out repair. W e take h =去， ^ and j^ and record the values at j = 20a;, j = 
50x, j = 10()x respectively, where x is positive integer. For the purpose of com-
parison, we record the values at time t = 1, 2,..., 10. 
Using the fourth-order Rimge Kutta method formulation, we can get pi{j. h), 
for j = •，|, |,...,突.Then by the formula given in (2.35), we can calculate the 
system reliability by Runge Kutta method. O n the other hand, substitute the 
parameter set into equation (3.34) can get the exact system reliability by Laplace 
transform method at time t = 1, 2,..., 10. 
The results obtained by fourth-order Runge Kutta method with h = r^, ^ 
Z u o U 
and • and the results by Laplace transform method are given in Table 5. 
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Table 5. System Reliability R{t), Ap = 1.0, Ai = 1.05，A2 = 1.1025, ^  = 0  
Time Runge Kutta Rimge Kiitta Runge Kutta Laplace 
t Method, h = ^ Method, h = ^ Method, h = • Transform 
(Exact values) 
1 0.6386191363 0.6386193922 0.6386193987 0.6386193992 
2 0.2458461089 0.2458461797 0.2458461813 0.2458461814 
3 8.5958677898E-02 8.5958669414E-02 8.5958669200E-02 8.5958669185E-02 
4 2.9533518167E-02 2.9533510234E-02 2.9533510043E-02 2.9533510031E-02 
5 1.0110482408E-02 1.0110478685E-02 1.0110478596E-02 1.0110478590E-02 
6 3.4588592543E-03 3.4588576958E-03 3.4588576584E-03 3.4588576559E-03 
7 1.1834841637E-03 1.1834835388E-03 1.1834835238E-03 1.1834835228E-03 
8 4.0512810562E-04 4.0512786119E-04 4.0512785533E-04 4.0512785495E-04 
9 1.3876328421E-04 1.3876319021E-04 1.3876318796E-04 1.3876318781E-04 
10 4.7558580740E-05 4.7558545037E-05 4.7558544181E-05 4.7558544125E-05 
The Runge Kutta method of order four requires four evaluations per step and ‘ 
1/ 
the local truncation error is 0{h^). For the case h = :j^, the local truncation 
error is 0(10~®). To compare the exact values of system reliability and results 
from the fourth-order Runge Kutta method with h = y^, the errors are listed in 
Table 6. ' 
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Table 6. Absolute errors of fourth-order Rimge Kiitta method with h = :j^ 
System Reliability R(t), Ao 二 1.0,Ai = l.O5,A2 = 1.1025,p = 0 
Time Rimge Kutta Laplace Transform Absolute 
t Method, h — y^ (Exact values) Error 
1 0.6386193987 0.6386193992 6.48031E-09 
2 0.2458461813 0.2458461814 1.60259E-09 
3 8.5958669200E-02 8.5958669185E-02 2.14342E-10 
4 2.9533510043E-02 2.9533510031E-02 1.91103E-10 
5 1.0110478596E-02 1.0110478590E-02 • 8.93379E-11 
6 3.4588576584E-03 3.4588576559E-03 3.73764E-11 
7 1.1834835238E-03 1.1834835228E-03 1.49832E-H 
8 4.0512785533E-04 4.0512785495E-04 5.86019E-12 
9 1.3876318796E-04 1.3876318781E-04 2.25371E-12 
10 4.7558544181E-05 4.7558544125E-05 8.5598E-13 
W e can see that the fourth-order Rimge Kiitta provide a good approximation 
to the system reliability. The accuracy of the approximation can be ensured by 
taking h = •• 
Although Laplace transform method will give exact values of the probability, 
it is very tedious. Therefore, the Rimge Kutta method is suggested. It is an ap-




4.1.3 Circular consecutive-3-out-of-4 : F repairable sys-
tem with 2-step Markov dependence 
Similar to the linear C(3,4 : F) repairable system with 2-step Markov Depen-
dence, we will solve the system of differential equations (2.46) and (2.47) by 
Runge Kutta method and obtain the system reliability, availability and R O C O F . 
The system of differential equations (2.46) can rewrite as 
p;W = "rboW,piWr. , ;^ i4W 
for i = 0,1,2,..., 14. 
(1) Set to = 0. Starting from the initial condition 
P(to) = p W = (i,o「..，(Q, 
(2) Let tj = j X h, j = 1,2,.. •• Given that the values of Pi{tj), i = 0,... ’ 14’ 
we can evaluate the values of Pi{tj+\) by the fourth-order Rimge Kutta, by using 
formula (4.1)-(4.5). 
•I 
A similarly algorithm can be adopted in the evaluation oipi{t), i = 1, 2,..., 10. 
4.2 Numerical Results 
In this section, we shall study the linear and circular C(3, 4: F) repairable systems 
together. The first parameter set is taken to be Ao = 1.1, A] = 1.21, A2 = 1.331 
and /x = 2.0, it is a geometric process model with a = 1.1. The second parameter 
set is taken to be Ao = 1.1, Ai = 1.3,入2 = 1.55 and |ji = 2.0. For both parameter 
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sets, conditions (2.25), (2.26) and (2.45) hold. Thus for the linear C(3, 4: F) 
systems, the transition density matrices are given by (2.28); while for the circular 
C(3, 4: F) systems, the transition matrices are given by (2.41). With the same 
parameter set, the comparison between the linear and circular system will make 
sense. Moreover, we can study how will the availability, R O C O F and reliability 
depend on the values of A! and A2, i.e. the effect of the Markov dependence. 
The Runge Kutta method is used for solving the equations (2.31), (2.32), 
(2.46) and (2.47) with their initial conditions. In Figures 1-3, we plot the avail-
ability A{t), R O C O F mf{t) and reliability R{t) against time t for the linear and 
circular C(3, 4: F) systems respectively. 
For easy comparison, the following notations are used in Figures 1-3: 
• Open triangles, the index values of the linear system for the geometric 
process model (with first parameter set): Ao : 1.1, Ai = 1.21, A2 = 1.331,/i = 2.0. 
• Full triangles, the index values of the linear system for the second parameter 
set: Ao = 1.1, Ai = 1.3, A2 = 1.55, |j, = 2.0. 
II 
• Open squares, the index values of the circular system for the geometric 
process model (with the first parameter set): Ao = 1.1, A! = 1.21, A2 = 1.331, |j,= 
2.0. 
• Full squares, the index values of the circular system for the second parameter 
set: Ao - 1.1, Ai = 1.3，A2 = 1.55, fi = 2.0. 
W e can see from Figures 1-3 that a linear system always has a higher availabil-
ity A(t) and a higher reliability R(t), but a lower R O C O F mf(t) than a circular 
system has. The reason w h y it should be so is clear. In fact, this is due to the fact 
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that the failure rate of component 1 is always Ao in a linear C(k, n: F) system 
but it can be Xi (1 < 1 < k) in a circular C{k, n: F) system. This is also due 
to the fact that a linear C{k, n: F) system has less chance to fail than that of a 
circular C{k, n: F). For example, in the C(3, 4: F) system, the linear system at 
state 5 will fail if and only if component 2 fails, however the circular system at 
state 5 will fail if either component 1 or component 2 fails. This means that the 
linear C(3, 4: F) system is always 'better' than the circular C(3, 4: F) system. 
In addition, Figures 1-3 also show that, the higher the value of A] or A2, the 
lower the values of A{t) and R{t), but the higher the value of mf{t). This point 
is consistent with oiir intuitive knowledge. It means that the effect of the Markov 
dependence is significant and should be taken into account. 
Finally, we can also find from Figures 1-3 that as t increases, the values of 
A(t) and R{t) will decrease, but the values of rrif{t) will increase. This means 
that both linear and circular systems are deteriorative. O n the other hand, we 
can see that ^4(^) and m,f{t) will tend to a constant while R{t) ^ 0 as t ^ 00. 
“ 
W e are not surprised at these results since the Markov chains {X{t),t > 0} 
and {X{t),t > 0} are irreducible and positive recurrent, so that the limiting 
distributions exist. Thus (2.33)-(2.35) and (2.48)-(2.50) show that A{t),m,f(t) 
and R{t) will converge to a constant. In addition, the result that R{t) ~> 0 as 
t — 00 reflects the fact that an irrepairable system will break down eventually. 
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4.3 Simulation Study 
Monte Carlo simulation is used to study the availability and R O C O F of the 
system. W e shall investigate the properties of conseciitive-3-out-of-4: F repairable 
system by simulation. 
First of all, suppose that a new system is installed and we try to simulate 
the time to failure of each component. Then we compare the time to failure 
between the four components to decide which component fails first and which 
state will be reached. For each state, we simulate the time to failure for the 
working component(s) and simulate the repair time for the failed component(s). 
So we can decide the next system state by compare the time to failure and the 
repair time between the four components by a similar procedure. 
To generate the time to failure of each component, Xi | X(t), which has 
exponential distribution Exp{Xi), and the repair time which has exponential dis-
tribution Exp{fj,), the International Mathematical and Statistical Library (IMSL) 
sub-routine D R N E X P is used here. « 
The system state at time t, t = 1，2，3,..., 100 is recorded in each simulation. 
8000 simulation is done in this program and we can count the frequency of system 
state i happen at time t. Then the probability of state i occur at time t, pi(t) is 
estimated by — e n c’y of system state z happen at time t thereupon, we can 
calculate the availability and R O C O F of the system accordingly. . 
'r, 
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4.4 Comparison between Simulation Method and 
Numerical Method 
The result of simulation is comparing with that of the Rimge Kutta Method 
for both linear and circular C(3,4 : F) repairable system with 2-step Markov 
dependence. A numerical example is studied here, the parameter set in this 
example is Ao = 1.0,Ai = 1.05, A2 = 1.1025,^ = 2.0. Then we have a geometric 
process model with a = 1.05. 
For easy comparison, we define a 95% lower bound- as 
(0.95 X result obtained by Runge Kutta method), 
and a 105% upper bound as 
(1.05 X result obtained by Riinge Kutta method). 
For both the linear and circular cases, we plot the availability A(t) obtained 
by simulation method against the time t, and also the availability .4(/.)' obtained 
by Rimge Kutta method against time t in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. For 
tractable contrast, 0.95 lower bound and 1.05 upper bound of the availability are 
also plotted in Figure 4 and 5. The following symbols are used iri the Figures 4 
and 5: 
• Connected line, the system availability by Runge Kutta method. 
• Dotted line, the 1.05 upper bound of the system availability by Runge Kiitta 
method. 
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• Bold-dotted line, the 0.95 lower bound of the system availability by Runge 
Kutta method. 
• Crossed line, the system availability by simulation method. 
W e can observed that the results obtained by the simulation methods are all 
in the interior of the 0.95 lower bound and 1.05 upper bound. The availability 
achieved by both methods are very close, the relative errors are less than 5%. 
Similarly, we plot the R O C O F m,f{t) obtained by simulation method and the 
R O C O F mf{t) obtained by Runge Kutta method against time t for the linear 
and circular C(3,4 : F) repairable system in Figure 6 and 7, respectively. W e 
also plot the 0.95 lower bound and 1.05 upper bound of the R O C O F in the same 
graph. The following symbols are used in the Figures 4 and 5: 
• Connected line, the system R O C O F by Runge Kutta method. 
• Dotted line, the 1.05 upper bound of the system R O C O F by Runge Kutta 
method. 
• Bold-dotted line, the 0.95 lower bound of the system R O C O F by Runge 
“ 
Kutta method. 
• Crossed line, the system R O C O F by simulation method. 
W e also can see that the results obtained by the simulation methods are all in 
the interior of the 0.95 lower bound and 1.05 upper boimd. The relative errors are 
less than 5 % when the R O C O F resulting from the simulation method is compared 
with that from the numerical method. 
Simulation method give results close to the Runge-Kutta method, it provide 
another approach to study the reliability indices of the consecutive-k-out-of-n : 
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F repairable system. 
However, the Rimge Kiitta method gives a more compatible results with the 
theoretical results. Moreover, the formulation and computer programming of the 
Runge Kutta method is easier than that of simulation method for large system. 
For example, to study the reliability indices of a linear consecutive-k-out-of-10: 
F system, there are 2^° = 1024 system states. For R.imge Kutta method, the 
implementation of the R.iinge Kiitta method formulation are the same as the 
small system case, the all we need to do is to input the 1024 Kolmogorov forward 
equations into the computer program. For the simulation method, we need to 
compare the time to failure and the repair time between the ten components 
to decide the next system state in each step, these required a larger amount of 
computer time. Therefore, we will suggest using the Runge Kutta method to 
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